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ABSTRACT 

 

 The practice of news aggregation, or the use on a news website of content that is in part 

or in full copied from a separate, originating source, has become common in the wake of layoffs 

and budget cuts at traditional news organizations, and has long been common practice in new, 

online media. The results of this study suggest that news organizations can make the product of 

their work more credible in the eyes of consumers of news by more clearly identifying 

originating sources than by increasing or decreasing the use of aggregation. Links between 

degree of aggregation and perceived credibility were found to lack significance or be of little 

strength, while links between receivers’ confidence in their ability to identify originating sources 

and perceived message credibility were consistently significant and of high strength. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

As the long decline of the print newspaper industry continued unabated in 2015, the 

ascendance of its digital counterpart as a driver of revenue progressed even more slowly. 

Weekday print newspaper circulation fell 7% in 2015, while digital circulation rose just 2%. 

Newspapers have seen only two net-positive print circulation years since 2004, and joint 

print/digital advertising revenue has seen nothing but declines as publishers trade print dollars 

for digital dimes (Mitchell & Holcomb, 2016). With print advertising losses exceeding digital 

gains, traditional news organizations that have long been the backbone of the news industry have 

continued to shed jobs. Newsroom employment declined by 20,000 jobs, or 39%, from 1994 to 

2014. Complete data for 2015 was unavailable at the time of this writing, but the Pew Research 

Center noted in its 2016 annual report that 2015 brought layoffs at The Philadelphia Inquirer, the 

Los Angeles Times, the Chicago Tribune, and The Boston Globe. Though The Washington Post 

reported a profit in 2016 and told employees in a memo that it intends to add more than 60 

journalists to its payroll in 2017–an increase of 8%–(Grinapol, 2016), there is little reason to 

believe the traditional news industry’s fortunes have reversed (Mitchell & Holcomb, 2016).  

As joint print-digital revenue declines and traditional media lay off journalists, digital 

readership continues to post steady gains. More than one in three U.S. adults (38%) now report 

often getting news from digital sources, most often news organization websites or apps or from 

social media, and large national newspapers reported significant increases in digital subscription 

sales immediately following the 2016 presidential campaign. The New York Times added 
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132,000 subscribers in less than three weeks following the election, and the Post reported 

a 75% growth in digital subscription sales and doubling of online subscription revenue (Gottfried 

& Shearer, 2016; Wamsley, 2016). Even before those gains, digital media ranked second only to 

television (57%) as the preferred medium. Radio (25%) and print newspapers (20%) rank third 

and fourth, respectively (Lu & Holcomb, 2016). Social media has emerged as a driver in 

electronic delivery of news, with 62% of U.S. adults reporting that they sometimes get news on 

social media, most often Facebook (Gottfried & Shearer, 2016). 

With consumers turning to the web for news and with fewer journalists producing 

original content, online publishers–including newspaper publishers–have leaned on the practice 

of aggregation to cover the gap, repurposing and posting online links to or portions of stories 

produced by other media. Aggregation has taken form, largely, at three levels: (a) the level of the 

news index website, where all or a substantial portion of a publisher’s content originates 

elsewhere on the internet and is repurposed as a news index linking to original or intermediary 

messengers (e.g. Yahoo! News and Google News), (b) the level of the traditional news 

organization website, where original and aggregated content co-exist (e.g. nj.com and other 

Advance Publications newspaper-affiliated sites, and similar sites associated with other media 

companies), and (c) at the message level, where individual news stories are compiled, in part or 

in whole, using material found in originating or intermediary messengers elsewhere on the 

internet (e.g. Mlive, see Figure 1) (Durr, 2016; Hurley & Tewksbury, 2012).  
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Figure 1. An Aggregated Story

 

Figure 1. In a practice common to news organizations in middle-sized markets, Mlive, a 

subsidiary of Advance Publications, uses the work product of two competing news organizations, 

WILX-TV and WLNS-TV, in an aggregated story. 

 

Research regarding aggregation and perceptions of the credibility of aggregated content 

has focused almost exclusively on aggregation at the website level, which itself typically is 

broken down into four categories: (a) feed, or general interest news index aggregators; (b) 

specialty aggregators, whose websites focus on a particular topic but operate similarly; (c) user-

curated aggregators, which include user-submitted links and links to blogs and video; and (d) 

blog aggregators, which use third-party material as a basis for blogs (del Aguila-Obra, Padilla-

Melendez & Serarols-Tarres, 2007; Isbell, 2010, 2011; McDonnell, 2011; Paterson, 2007).  

As research has focused on aggregation at the website level, there has been very little 

study of aggregation at the message level, which is a topic of great concern to working 

journalists who routinely see their work co-opted by others who use it to leverage advertising 

sales from which the journalists’ news organizations do not benefit. The model of the blog 

aggregator as defined by Isbell (2010) is similar in construction to the model of the little-studied 
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news story aggregator. The blog aggregator synthesizes information from third-party messengers 

“into a single story (occasionally, but not always, incorporating quotes from the original articles) 

and linking to the original content…” (Isbell, 2010, p. 5).  

The use of others’ work in such a manner is–in theory if not practice–loosely regulated 

by two concepts of federal copyright law also applicable to website-level aggregation: (a) hot 

news misappropriation doctrine and (b) fair use doctrine (McDonnell, 2011). Hot news 

misappropriation doctrine dates to the U.S. Supreme Court ruling in International News Service 

v. Associated Press (1918), a case in which the AP sued competitor INS for transmitting to its 

client newspapers information that had been produced by the AP. INS obtained the AP’s work by 

bribing AP employees and by copying it from early editions of AP client newspapers. The court 

ruled that, while news cannot be copyrighted, news stories can, and that INS improperly profited 

from the work of its competitor (Int’l News Service v. Associated Press, 1918; McDonnell, 

2011). The U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York brought the doctrine into 

the era of new media with its decision in Barclays Capital Inc. v. Theflyonthewall.com Inc. 

(2010), in which it ruled that hot news misappropriation doctrine prohibited the website 

theflyonthewall.com from immediately disseminating stock recommendations that were the work 

product of financial services firms including Barclays (Barclays Capital Inc. v. 

Theflyonthewall.com, 2011; McDonnell, 2011).  

Fair use doctrine is a product of the Copyright Act of 1976, written in response to 

improvements in technology that made copying the work of others easier, including advances in 

television and sound recording technology (Gorman, 1978). Fair use doctrine established a four-

part test to determine whether the use of another’s material was permissible, considering (a) 

whether the purpose is commercial and whether the new use is “transformative” in nature, (b) 
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whether the copyrighted work being aggregated is creative or factual, (c) the proportion of 

original work used, and (d) the effect on the marketplace for the copyrighted work being 

aggregated (Copyright Act of 1976; Isbell, 2011; McDonnell, 2011).  

Both hot news misappropriation doctrine and fair use doctrine are of limited use in 

determining the propriety of aggregation at the message level, however, because tests in the 

courts have involved almost exclusively the use of aggregation at the website level and have 

been settled out of court (Isbell, 2011). As a result, news media have been left largely alone to 

develop guidelines for story aggregation practices. Most commonly, journalists working for 

traditional media organizations that aggregate are instructed to cite the original source, link to the 

original source, add value through the addition of new reporting if possible and use only a small 

portion of the original story relative to its length (Buttry, 2012; Isbell, 2011). Practically 

speaking, however, the answer to the question of what is and is not permissible is murky at best.  

As the overwhelming majority of literature regarding aggregation has stopped short of the 

practice at the story level, so has research regarding credibility and aggregation, and what online 

news story credibility research there is often has reached conflicting conclusions. Some literature 

that pre-dates widespread commercial use of the internet, for example, has found that while 

source is a driver of perceptions of quality and liking, there is not a statistically significant 

relationship between the source and perceptions of message credibility (Sundar & Nass, 2001). 

Further, researchers studying amateur blogs rather than professionally-run online news sites have 

found that perceptions of online news story credibility are, to a degree, a function of whether 

stories are framed as value-oriented or policy-oriented in nature (Fahmy & Neumann, 2015; 

Johnson & Wiedenbeck, 2009).  
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 More recent online news credibility research, however, has found that the concept of 

credibility functions similarly online as in print and on television, and that some level of source 

and/or medium credibility is carried over to the message (Chung, Nam & Stefanone, 2012; 

Greer, 2003; Melican & Dixon, 2008). This concept, often called conferred credibility, suggests 

that goodwill generated by the recognition of a positive reputation may be transferred to entities 

or content associated with the well-regarded entity (Flanagin & Metzger, 2008). But the advent 

of new media and the dramatic increase in both the volume of communication and ease with 

which it may be replicated may have complicated matters, making it harder for receivers to 

assess message credibility by increasing uncertainty about the origins of messages (Rieh & 

Danielson, 2007).  

The issue of perceived credibility at the news story level is especially significant today, 

given the influence that partisan and fraudulent news stories may have had in the 2016 

presidential election. In an analysis of Facebook traffic, analytics company Jumpshot found that 

the popular social media site was responsible for significant majorities of traffic delivered to 

hyper-partisan and fraudulent news websites. The analysis found that 80% of traffic to the left-

leaning website Occupy Democrats (occupydemocrats.com) and the right-leaning website 

American News (americannews.com) came via Facebook and the fake news website 

abcnews.com.co got 60% of its traffic via links posted to Facebook. The venerable, mainstream 

news organization The New York Times, meanwhile, got just 20% of its internet traffic from 

Facebook (Mantzarlis, 2016). While it is too soon to know what impact fake and hyper-partisan 

news had on the election, an analysis by PCWorld magazine found that both pseudonymous 

Republican-identified and Democrat-identified Facebook accounts created to test automated 

newsfeeds republished biased news on Facebook, with 65% of the stories in the newsfeed for the 
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Republican profile and 56% of the stories in the newsfeed for the Democrat profile judged to be 

biased. The analysis found 8% of the stories on the Republican-identified page’s newsfeed to be 

entirely fictional, while the Democrat-identified page’s news feed delivered no bogus stories 

(Hachman, 2016). In a prescient analysis nearly a decade before the 2016 campaign, Flanagin 

and Metzger (2008) suggested that the burden of assessing information had shifted from 

traditional gatekeepers to consumers, creating the very real risk that political and social agendas 

could be influenced by an ill-informed citizenry. 

It is unclear whether reports (in legitimate media) about the questionable news feed 

content on Facebook will affect user traffic or perceptions of legitimacy. But before the election 

brought such content to light more than 40% of adults in the U.S. reported getting news via 

Facebook (Gottfried & Shearer, 2016; Lichterman, 2016). Matters are further complicated by a 

lack of consistency in or understanding of how news consumers perceive the social media 

service. Facebook most often is characterized in literature as a medium or messenger, rather than 

the source of messages, but news acquired via Facebook has been found to be viewed as being 

more interpersonal in nature than news acquired through traditional media because of the social 

nature of the platform’s design, and, further, information delivered via interpersonal mediums 

has been shown to be more influential than information delivered via other mass mediums (Tyler 

& Cook, 1984; Schweisberger, Billinson & Chock, 2014). Schweisberger, Billinson and Chock 

(2014) note the possibility that “simply reading stories in a Facebook environment could increase 

the ‘interpersonal’ nature of communication and increase perceived relevance–contributing to 

increased effects on self…” (p. 404). The scope of the impact of Facebook on how informed 

users are about the news may be limited, however, because consumption of news on Facebook 

has not been found to alter other news consumption habits (Mitchell & Page, 2013). 
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With this in mind, the purpose of this study is four-fold: (a) to explore the relationship 

between an online news story’s level of aggregation and receivers’ perceptions of its credibility, 

(b) to explore the extent to which receivers are aware that such stories are aggregated, (c) to 

explore the accuracy of and confidence  in receivers’ perceptions of originating messengers in 

aggregated stories online, and (d) to explore whether consumers of news view aggregated 

content as being more credible if it is delivered via a website associated with a known and 

familiar news organization than if it is delivered via a generic, or unfamiliar news organization. 

To that end, this dissertation examines the history of the internet as a news medium, the 

evolution of news content online, and–to the extent possible–the development and history of 

news story aggregation on professional news websites. Further, it explores the concept of news 

story credibility and common credibility measures using an experiment designed to explore the 

relationship between degree of aggregation in news stories and readers’ perceptions of story 

credibility. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Online News and Aggregation 

Electronic delivery of news in the U.S. traces its roots to the introduction of Videotext, an 

early, closed-system cousin of America Online, CompuServe and other dial-up systems that 

would come in its wake (Allan, 2006; Meek, 2006). Videotext was short-lived, but laid the 

groundwork for a handful of newspapers that would launch online products in the early- to mid-

1990s, first on the internet via commercial systems such as AOL, and then on the more widely-

available World Wide Web. The Chicago Tribune was a pioneer, publishing on AOL beginning 

in May of 1992, but the first to the web was Palo Alto Weekly, a newspaper serving portions of 

San Francisco’s tech corridor, in 1994. By the end of 1995 about 500 news organizations, 

including about 150 newspapers, had websites that reproduced their print and broadcast content 

online (Allan, 2006; Diaz Noci, 2013). National and large regional newspapers and broadcasters 

followed suit in the last five years of the 20th Century, with The New York Times launching a 

website in 1996 and the BBC in 1997. By 1998 the number of daily newspapers publishing news 

online reached 2,284 (Diaz Noci, 2013). 

Two tragedies often are cited as watershed events in the development of news online: The 

April 19, 1995, bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Building in Oklahoma City, Okla., in which 

168 people died; and the Sept. 11, 2001, terror attacks on the Pentagon in Washington, D.C., and 

the World Trade Center towers in New York in which 2,996 people were killed. In the hours 

following the bombing of the federal building in Oklahoma City, The Oklahoman newspaper, 
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Oklahoma City NBC television affiliate KFOR, and New York’s Newsday all posted 

stories online, marking the first use of the web to deliver major, breaking news to a general 

audience (Allan, 2006). Five years later internet news delivery was no longer a novelty when 

terrorists crashed jetliners into the World Trade Center towers and the Pentagon. Many news 

websites buckled under their heaviest-ever traffic. The Times website had 10.6 million unique 

visitors following the attacks, and CNN’s had 17.2 million (Diaz Noci, 2013).  

While the internet may have been firmly established as a news medium by the turn of the 

century, the nature of news content published online was just beginning to evolve. The force 

motivating most newspaper publishers and television news executives to move online was the 

possibility of new competition in the form of web-only start-ups not burdened by costs 

associated with print production, not the opportunity to reach a new market. As a result, their 

strategy was defensive in nature and early online adopters often found only so-called 

“shovelware,” or online content that was nearly identical to content they may already have paid 

for in print form (Mitchelstein & Boczkowski, 2009; Matheson, 2004). But the same new 

technology that made it easy for legacy media to post shovelware also made it possible for 

“perfect copies to be created and distributed almost without cost” by others (Bakos, 1998, p. 38), 

and marked the birth of the concept of news aggregation on the internet. 

In its early form aggregation often resembled the work traditionally done by newspaper 

wire editors, who may take competing stories from multiple wire services such as the AP, 

Reuters and The New York Times News Service, and merge them, creating a single story with 

multiple originating sources. In the mid-1990s news websites began bundling financial news 

content from originating sources such as Reuters and Bloomberg Business News (now 

Bloomberg News) in such a fashion and republishing it online. In a study of the creation of value 
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and new news media, del Aguila-Obra, Padilla-Melendez and Serarols-Tarres (2007), coined the 

terms “infomediaries” and “cybermediaries” to describe these early aggregators that repurposed 

news content from the news organizations that created it in a bid to republish and profit from it.  

In existing literature aggregation is defined almost exclusively in the context of the news 

index aggregation website, and for good reason. More than a quarter of all news website traffic is 

on aggregation pages, and index aggregators consistently rank among the most-visited news 

sites, regardless of metric (CNN, 2015). In 2015, Yahoo! News ranked second for total views 

(1.3 billion), second for unique visitors (35 million), second for page views (709 million) and 

second for video streams (167 million). Data for 2016 is incomplete, but estimates based on 

rankings by Amazon.com subsidiary Alexa Internet Inc. and metrics firms Compete.com and 

Quantcast.com indicate that the two most popular news sites on the internet are index 

aggregators Yahoo! News and Google News (eBizMBA, 2016). Yahoo! News ranks first with 

approximately 175 million unique visitors per month and Google News second with 150 million. 

Huffington Post, which provides original content as well as aggregation but still is viewed 

broadly as an index aggregator, is third with 110 million. CNN is fourth with approximately 95 

million unique visitors per month, and no legacy media company exceeds the monthly 100 

million visitors mark (see Table 1). 
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Table 1 

Estimated Monthly Unique Visitors, November 2016 

 

Company/Website Estimated Monthly Total 

(millions) 

Yahoo! News 175 

Google News 150 

Huffington Post 110 

CNN 95 

The New York Times 70 

Fox News 65 

NBC News 63 

Mail Online 53 

Washington Post 47 

Note: Compiled from Alexa Internet Inc., Quantcast and  

Compete.com. Copyright, 2016, eBizMBA. 

 

While there is no single, widely accepted definition that encompasses the concept of 

aggregation across the levels at which it occurs, most news executives, when referencing 

aggregation, are considering it at the messenger and not the message level (Anderson, 2013). For 

the purposes of this study, however, aggregation is explored exclusively at the news story or 

message level, where it may be defined as a relatively short summation of content that first 

appeared on another site or sites, typically with a link or links attributing the information to its 

originating sources or an intermediary one where it was found. 

Similarly, the concept of source can have many meanings. Hovland and Weiss (1951), in 

their pioneering study of conferred credibility, defined source as the messenger, as did Chaiken 

and Maheswaran (1994), Chaiken (1980) and others whose work built on that of Hovland and 

Weiss. Other research, conducted at the news story, or message level, defines source as the 

official, expert or other person or an entity cited by a journalist in a published news report or as 
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the publishing entity itself. For the purposes of this study, originating source is defined as the 

publisher or the news organization that created and published the story in its first iteration. 

Despite the fact that most index sites provided little or no original reporting, index 

aggregation sites remain hugely popular with consumers of news in part because they maintain 

an “audacious pretense of source diversity” by virtue of the breadth of content they aggregate 

(del Aguila-Obra, Padilla-Melendez & Serarols-Tarres, 2007, p. 4). Further, the mission of such 

sites is not necessarily static in nature, as new media and old media have begun to evolve in the 

direction of middle ground. The Huffington Post, once reviled by journalists as an automated 

aggregation engine that consumed their original work, now lists 171 editors and reporters on its 

staff directory (Huffington Post, 2016). In 2012 it became the first online-only news organization 

to win a Pulitzer Prize when its military correspondent David Wood was awarded the Pulitzer in 

national reporting for a 10-part series on the plight of wounded veterans (Calderone, 2012; 

Huffington Post, 2016).  

Traditional news media, meanwhile, have been moving toward the new media model 

with the addition of aggregated content. Netscape’s 1999 launch of rich site summary feeds (RSS 

feeds, also sometimes called rich site syndication), which automate delivery of content from a 

particular website, made it easier to automate aggregation, and the debut of YouTube, in 2004, 

made it possible to aggregate video (Diaz Noci, 2013; RSS Advisory Board, 2013). RSS feeds, 

in particular, enabled automated aggregation on a massive scale, and without standards of 

conduct common to legacy media, abuses are common (Flanagin & Metzger, 2008). The website 

Alabama Business News (bamabusinessnews.com), for example, republishes daily, in its entirety 

and without permission, the work product of the business news staffs at The Birmingham News, 

The Huntsville Times and the Mobile Press-Register, whose stories are first published online by 
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al.com, the newspapers’ affiliated website. The Alabama Business News website, which has for 

years been unresponsive to Alabama Media Group demands that it cease republishing 

copyrighted content in its entirety, removes reporters’ bylines and appends the stories and 

columns with a written statement falsely claiming rights to the stories it republishes (see Figure 

2) (Alabama Business News, 2011). One of the few analyses of aggregation at the story level, 

Pew Research Center’s Project for Excellence in Journalism studied the Baltimore market, 

suggests that such abuses are not uncommon. Pew found that, among news stories that reached 

consumers and included new information, 95% originated in traditional media, mostly 

newspapers, suggesting that aggregators there produce virtually no original work (Pew Research 

Center, 2010). 

Figure 2. A Story Aggregated Without Permission

 

Figure 2. A Screen-grab of the top of a story written by the author for The Birmingham News but 

reproduced in its entirety without permission on the Alabama Business News site. 

 

Such abuses of aggregation are so common that, in its successful lawsuit against index 

aggregator Meltwater U.S. Holdings Inc., the Associated Press called the practice “parasitic” and 
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said it is a significant contributor to the news industry’s current financial crisis (The Associated 

Press v. Meltwater U.S. Holdings Inc., 2013; Baldino, 2012). 

Amplifying the market forces driving the increase in aggregation is the news cycle 

inherent to online journalism. The 24-hour cycle common to newspapers and network broadcast 

news has been replaced by 24-7 demand, creating a powerful financial motive for being the first 

to deliver, regardless of where the content originated (Wathen & Burkell, 2002). Across the news 

industry, therefore, aggregation often is seen not as a benevolent force, but as an unfriendly one 

that enables the fragmentation, parsing, rewriting, bundling and republishing of others’ work 

without the burden of the cost of production. From the perspective of the news organizations that 

originate content, “the enemy is named, and the enemy is aggregation,” (Anderson, 2013, p. 

1,013).  

Because aggregation at the story level has been largely ignored in academic literature, the 

scope of the practice at that level is difficult to quantify, but aggregation clearly occurs to 

varying degrees within messages and across news market sizes. Advance Local, the news 

division of New York-based Advance Publications, operates 12 websites affiliated with 30 

mostly middle-market newspapers, where reporters and full-time aggregators called curators are 

expected to aggregate content from other media. The New York Times began aggregating in the 

1990s, and in 2014 elevated aggregated stories to its electronic front page and quickly declared 

the move a success, and the Washington Post pumped resources into aggregation in the same 

year (Meyer, 2014).  

Research related to aggregation often compares the practice to legacy media’s use of wire 

services (Paterson, 2007; Sarker, Butler & Steinfield, 1995), but in doing so overlooks one 

significant difference: Legacy media both pay for and participate in the creation of wire service 
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content, while aggregators often appropriate the work of others without remuneration and 

typically have no role in its creation or in the creation of their own original work. The result, 

Bakos noted (1998), is a “surprisingly profitable strategy” for aggregators.  

 Credibility 

There is, in literature regarding communication, widespread agreement about a broad 

definition of the concept of credibility. Hovland and Weiss (1951) and Hovland, Janis and Kelley 

(1953) equated credibility with trustworthiness and expertise. This classic definition has been 

applied to the study of message credibility, with trustworthiness of a message defined as an 

appearance of reliability, presence of fairness and lack of bias; and expertise in a message 

defined as a product of first-hand experience with its messenger, second-hand knowledge of its 

messenger, or by a messenger’s reputation and/or credentials (Hilligoss & Rieh, 2008).  

Most researchers have, since the advent of communication credibility research in the 

1950s, further defined credibility as a perceived quality made up of multiple dimensions (Fogg & 

Tseng, 1999). Components considered in often-cited research include: believability, accuracy, 

fairness, and bias (Johnson & Kaye, 2010, 2010a; Melican & Dixon, 2008); completeness 

(Flanigan & Metzger, 2000); factuality (Kiousis, 2001); authority (Melican & Dixon, 2008); 

dynamism, likeability, and goodwill (Wathen & Burkell, 2002); scope, and currency (Metzger, 

2007); consistency, nature of presentation, and professionalism (Appelman & Sundar, 2015). 

The classic definition has been extended to new media, where it has been reimagined as a 

perception of the message as a plausible reflection of events (Newhagen & Nass, 1989). 

While news credibility research has split largely along three lines (messenger or source, 

message, and receiver credibility) messenger or source credibility has received the most attention 

and has most often been directly tied to message credibility (Hovland & Weiss, 1951; Hovland, 
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Janis & Kelley, 1953; Newhagen & Nass, 1989). In their groundbreaking research Hovland and 

Weiss (1951) determined that message credibility was a function of source credibility to the 

extent that messages from high prestige messengers were more likely to be viewed favorably by 

receivers, and that messages seen as informational in nature, rather than those seen as 

propaganda, were more likely to shape opinions. Notably, Hovland and Weiss found that 

messages from messengers viewed as being untrustworthy were initially viewed as less credible, 

but as time passed after exposure, receivers’ skepticism faded and the content was accepted. 

Over time, they found what they coined the “sleeper effect,” in which lies ultimately were 

remembered better than truth. 

More contemporary analyses bring the classic concept of message credibility into the 

internet age with the application of the concepts of conferred and reputed credibility. The 

concept of conferred credibility suggests that credibility may be conferred on information when 

the information is seen as being the product of or receiving an endorsement from a well-regarded 

entity. Libraries may confer credibility upon the databases they host or manage, for example, and 

doctors may confer credibility on medical information websites to which they refer patients 

(Flanagin & Metzger, 2008). Similarly, credibility may be transferred to a message by the 

reputation of the messenger.  

Newhagen and Nass (1989), echoing McLuhan (1964), who famously wrote that “the 

medium is the message,” suggest that message credibility is a function of both the messenger and 

the lens through which the message is transmitted, or its medium. The credibility of news on 

television is a product of evaluations of the people who present it, they argued. The perceived 

credibility of news delivered via a newspaper is different, however, because newspapers are 

viewed as organizational units or institutions, creating the impression of a greater distance 
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between the transmitter and the receiver. This is reflected in early research on credibility of 

newspapers and television news, which found television was judged to be as much as two times 

more trustworthy than newspapers when consumers are presented with conflicting information 

and more credible, overall, than newspapers (Reagan & Zenaty, 1979; Newhagen & Nass, 1989). 

While most news media have seen perceptions of credibility erode in the years since, local 

television news remains most trusted by consumers (65% view it favorably) followed by network 

newscasts (57-59%), local newspapers (57%) and national newspapers (49%) (Beaujon, 2012).  

Findings regarding source or messenger credibility have long reached conflicting conclusions, 

however. Johnson & Kaye (1998) found newspapers to be broadly perceived as more credible 

than television news, while Kiousis (2001) found a positive relationship between use of 

newspapers and perceptions of their credibility but no such relationship between television news 

consumption and perceptions of broadcast news credibility. Other literature has suggested that a 

host of factors unrelated to the source or messenger contribute to perceptions of message 

credibility, including demographic characteristics of receivers, such as age, education, income 

and gender (Greenberg & Miller, 1966).  

In a more recent study extending the concept of source or messenger credibility to the 

web, Chung, Nam and Stefanone (2012) found evidence supporting the idea that the dimensions 

used to measure credibility of news in print and on television remained influential in determining 

perceptions of credibility online. But the authors noted that most research to date focuses on 

online versions of traditional news media products and that in identifying three stages of online 

news development (print content reproduced online, a combination of reproduced print content 

and original content, and exclusively original content) they did not consider the practice of 

aggregation at the message level.  
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Research that has revisited the concept of news message credibility since the advent of 

internet communication has found that the presence of links, which allow users to click on a 

word, phrase or image to be directed to a related website, boosts perceptions of credibility 

(Borah, 2014). In an analysis of the effects of transparency in reporting, Karlsson, Clerwall and 

Nord (2014) found that links–a tool commonly used in conjunction with attribution in ethically 

aggregated stories–were the only device associated with transparency to have a statistically 

significant influence on perceptions of message credibility. Transparency devices that were 

studied included the disclosure of reporting techniques, explanation of editorial decisions and 

disclosure of reporters’ preferences or potential conflicts of interest. 

Recent research regarding the nature of evidence online and the changing role of the 

gatekeeper suggests that electronic delivery has changed the way we think of originating sources. 

In their book Blur: How to Know What’s True in the Age of Information Overload, Kovach and 

Rosenstiel (2011), argue that the shift online has taken much of the responsibility for assessing 

legitimacy of news away from professional journalists and made readers increasingly responsible 

for determining what is and is not true. In aggregated stories, links that identify and direct traffic 

to originating material provide a cue. In this context, they argue, source and evidence are closely 

intertwined, suggesting that links in aggregated stories may be viewed by readers as evidence 

supporting its legitimacy. New research, however, supports the possibility that receivers of news 

messages online may have misconceptions about originating sources. A Pew Research Center 

study on online news consumption habits and receiver recall found that more than half of those 

surveyed could accurately identify the originating source of news if they retrieved the news by 

visiting a news organization website. But fewer than half could identify the originating source if 

they were directed to the source by social media. About 10% of respondents who got their news 
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via Facebook posts identified Facebook as the news outlet from which the story originated 

(Mitchell, Gottfried, Shearer & Lu, 2017). 

Findings regarding print and broadcast credibility have not always translated directly to 

the new medium, however. A study of internet news credibility, selective exposure and racial 

prejudice found that websites associated with traditional news media were perceived as more 

credible than those without such association–a finding consistent with the concept of conferred 

credibility–but that, consistent with previous research, news consumers tend to trust whatever 

messenger they use over its alternatives (Melican & Dixon, 2008). Melican and Dixon’s study, 

and comparable work by Johnson and Kaye (1998, 2000) also considered content at the platform, 

and not the message, level. 

“Accordingly, researchers have not dealt with the relationships between the various types 

of online news messengers and perceptions regarding their credibility” (Chung, Nam & 

Stefanone, 2012, p. 174). 

In one of the few studies of credibility and sourcing at the message level online, Sundar 

and Nass (2001) presented subjects with identical messages but varied the credited messenger, 

attributing the story to a news editor, a computer, other audience members, or the subject himself 

or herself. In a univariate analysis of variance, significant differences were found as a function of 

messenger for variables including perceived quality, liking and representativeness, but not for 

credibility. Sundar and Nass, who defined source as the originator of the message, cited similar 

results from Chaffee and Mutz (1988), and noted that receivers may not differentiate between the 

originator of a message and one who passes it along. This conflation of source and intermediary 

suggests that the receiver might be confused regarding the sourcing of an aggregated message, 

which may have multiple instances of attribution, resulting in a lower perception of credibility.  
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Separately, however, in a study of source attribution in news stories delivered online, 

Sundar (1998) found a positive relationship between the presence of source attribution and 

perceptions of message credibility. Subjects who read stories including attribution reported a 

mean believability score of 6.5 on a 10-point scale, compared to a mean of 5.5 for subjects who 

read stories lacking attribution. Credibility was the only measure studied for which significant 

attribution effects were found. It should be noted, however, that Sundar’s study was conducted 

early in the life of online news and examined attribution of original information reported by the 

publishing news organization, not the use of content derived from and attributed to other media. 

And similar studies have reached conflicting conclusions. An early study of the perceived 

credibility of information online suggested that consumers of information take more factors into 

account when assessing information online than they do when consuming it in print and that they 

rely more heavily on judgments of source authority (Rieh 2002; Rieh & Danielson, 2007). But a 

study conducted at the platform level in Taiwan found no relationship between perceptions of 

credibility and source identification (Yang, 2007), and a study of source type and perceptions of 

credibility within news stories found that consumers of news did not see information attributed to 

identified outside sources as being more credible than information reported by the journalist 

without attribution (Fisher, Magee & Mohammed-Baksh, 2015). 

In a related study that evaluated perceptions of story credibility at the index aggregator 

level, Kang, Bae, Zhang and Sundar (2011) considered the effects of distal and proximate 

sources. The authors define a distal source as the broad source or medium that is relatively 

distant from the entity from which a consumer retrieves news, in this case, the news media, and 

the proximate source as the entity or entities from which the consumer directly or indirectly 

retrieves news, in this case, an online news portal. A single aggregated news story may have 
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layers of perceived proximate sources, such as its originating publication, an index aggregation 

website and a blog or other third-party publisher. Kang, Bae, Zhang and Sundar (2011) found 

that proximate sources, to which stories are most clearly attributed, have significantly greater 

influence regarding perceived message credibility than do distal sources. In the 2011 experiment 

subjects read stories that appeared on mock web pages mimicking either the index aggregator 

Google News or the news-gossip index aggregator Drudge Report and that were attributed to 

other originating sources through the addition of logos appearing next to their headlines. When 

the proximate source was viewed as being highly credible (e.g. Google News), distal sources 

were viewed as being more credible than when the proximate source was viewed as being less so 

(e.g. Drudge). The authors also found that involvement played a role, with highly-involved 

receivers being more likely to consider distal sources in their judgments than were low-

involvement receivers. While the Kang, Bae, Zhang and Sundar experiment did explore sourcing 

and perceptions of message credibility, the stories were presented to subjects at the level of the 

index aggregator and stimuli had single originating sources. The experiment did not consider the 

effects of variable degrees of aggregation or aggregation that altered attribution of portions of 

messages.  

The influence of degree of aggregation, which is a common, message-level variable in 

stories aggregated by reporters and news curators, has not been fully explored in the literature 

and thus is the focus of this dissertation proposal. 

Theoretical Grounding  

Much of the existing research regarding message credibility leans either on the perceived 

authority of the message’s author or source, or on the role of heuristics in message processing by 

receivers.  
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Sundar (2008) and Kovach and Rosenstiel (2011) suggest that the ease of digital 

publishing, which enables aggregation, complicates the gatekeeping process and eliminates or 

hides cues that receivers traditionally use to make judgments about information in print or on 

television, making credibility “a supremely key concern … necessitating the constant need to 

critically assess information while consuming it” (p. 73). Absent conventional cues, Sundar 

suggests, consumers of online news employ heuristics to make credibility judgments along four 

dimensions, via the MAIN (Modality, Agency, Interactivity, Navigability) model:  

• Modality, or the communication channel used for message delivery. Unlike its 

traditional media counterparts, online media can deliver news messages in multiple modes, 

including text, video, still images and audio, though text delivery is most common. The realism 

heuristic suggests consumers should be more likely to trust audio or visual messages, because 

they more closely resemble the observed world. But studies have shown text is more trusted and 

Sundar speculates this is because newspapers are viewed as having more stringent standards than 

broadcast news, and consumers apply heuristics consistent with print news when assessing text 

news delivered online. Sundar refers to this as the “old-media” heuristic (p. 81). 

• Agency, or messenger. Online delivery of news complicates the receiver’s 

identification of the messenger, as a messenger may be perceived as being any of a number of 

possible entities in a message’s chain of existence, each evoking different perceptions of 

credibility. Consumers who judge the computer to be the messenger of a story tend to view the 

message as being more credible than those who judge the messenger to be a single human, but 

those who view the message to be a product of “other users,” or a product of crowdsourcing, 

evoke the “bandwagon” heuristic and view it as being especially credible (Sundar & Nass, 2001). 
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• Interactivity, or activity in interaction with the medium. Online news is, almost by 

definition, more interactive than news delivered in print or on television. But interaction can be 

positive or negative in valence depending on a host of factors. Consumers who have the 

perception of control when interacting with the medium are more likely to judge the message as 

credible, but if the interactive content does not flow seamlessly, it may be judged to be less 

credible. 

• Navigability, or the presence of tools such as links to related information. Links in 

a list or drop-down menu may cue the “browsing” heuristic, prompting a receiver to focus 

interest elsewhere, but links that are integrated in the body of a story using natural language may 

prompt more focus on the message, Sundar suggests. 

A family of theory related to message processing and the concept of heuristics suggest 

that receivers take shortcuts to make credibility judgments about messages when messages are 

complicated or when traditional cues are unavailable: 

• The elaboration likelihood model (ELM) (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986; Cacioppo, 

Petty, Kao & Rodriguez, 1986), suggests that receivers engage one of two information 

processing routes, a central route that requires conscious thought and scrutiny, or a peripheral 

route that relies on message cues and heuristics. The unconscious choice between the routes may 

be a function of level of involvement, which was found to be predictive of behavior. One tenet of 

this concept is the idea that the quality of the argument in messages that spur relatively high 

levels of involvement is more important in the development of subjects’ conclusions than it is for 

messages that spur lower levels of involvement. Subjects are more likely to use shortcuts such as 

heuristics to make judgments about messages in which they do not have great interest. 
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• The heuristic systematic model (Chaiken, 1980), like ELM, assumes two routes of 

processing, a central route that is cognitively elaborate and a peripheral one that engages 

heuristics. A receiver who is insufficiently motivated or otherwise incapable of using the central 

route may rely on shortcuts in which they trust in the opinions of experts or majority opinion 

(Chaiken & Maheswaran, 1994). Chaiken makes a distinction between ambiguous and 

unambiguous messages and finds that heuristic processing is the sole method of processing 

messages the receivers view as both low in importance and ambiguous, but that systematic 

processing occurs–also alone–when receivers view messages as both high in importance and as 

being unambiguous. Both processing routes were found to be used when there was a conflict 

between message importance and ambiguity. In broad terms, Chaiken suggests that receivers are 

less likely to use heuristics when the context of a message promotes more analytical thought. 

Further, Chaiken and Maheswaran (1994) found that receivers were less likely to contemplate 

the source of messages they viewed as relatively important than messages they viewed as 

relatively unimportant. 

• Dual-process theory (Cheung, Luo, Sia, & Chen, 2009), like ELM and the 

heuristic systematic model, suggests that there are two processes for receiving, encoding and 

interpreting information. In their study of online consumer recommendations the authors found 

that receivers are persuaded either by informational factors, such as the content and source of 

reviews, or by normative factors, defined as “social aggregation mechanisms,” or perceptions of 

group opinion. Level of receiver involvement was found to be a factor in credibility judgments, 

with highly-involved receivers being less influenced by normative factors than receivers with 

lower levels of involvement. In a conclusion supporting the concept of conferred credibility, the 
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study found that perceived credibility of contributors to a message can be a significant factor in 

determining perceived message credibility.  

The authors caution, it should be noted, that dual-process theory is most useful for 

understanding communication within groups. And, as with other concepts of message credibility, 

similar studies have reached competing conclusions. Kamins and Marks (1987) found that one-

sided messages are viewed by receivers as being more believable because of the lack of counter 

arguments. 

 Newhagen and Nass noted well before the advent of the internet as a news delivery 

mechanism that technology likely would complicate the way receivers assess message 

credibility. More recent research supports this idea, finding that message credibility is adversely 

affected by source ambiguity, which may result from the use of multiple messengers (Metzger, 

Flanagin & Medders, 2010; Sundar, 2008; Kiousis, 2006). Sundar (2008) notes: “While the 

source is obvious in most traditional media, the identity of sources in computer-based media is 

often murky” (p. 83). This ambiguity of sourcing may diminish the perceived authority of the 

message (Fritch & Cromwell, 2001), which may be a function of the number of possible factors 

(Metzger, Flanagin & Meggers, 2010). More recent work exploring relationships between 

transparency in news stories and perceptions of credibility supports this conclusion. A study that 

operationalized news story transparency as the presence of a correction, availability of an earlier 

version of the story and explanatory language regarding editorial decisions found that 

transparency had little affect on perceptions of credibility (Karlsson, Clerwall & Nord, 2014). 

Metzger, Flannagin and Meggars (2010) concluded that a message with a single 

identifiable messenger may be viewed as more authentic than a message with multiple possible 

messengers because of superior source clarity, boosting perceived credibility. 
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“Anonymous and multiple authors make the concept of ‘source’ difficult to 

understand or authenticate and, as such, users know little about the expertise, 

qualifications, and potential biases that may be infused into the information they 

obtain from these types of resources” (Metzger, Flanagin & Meggers, 2010, p. 

415). 

 

The literature on this point is not in complete agreement, however.  

In addition to research supporting the idea that messenger credibility may be transferrable 

to the news message, research in marketing and branding suggests that credibility associated with 

a known brand is similarly transferrable to associated messages. In what has been dubbed a “halo 

effect,” products associated with trusted brands have been found to be more trusted than 

counterparts lacking the association (Herbig & Milewicz, 1995). In applying the concept to 

news, Abdulla, Garrison, Salwen, Driscoll and Casey (2005) concluded that source disclosure–a 

rough equivalent to branding–may boost message credibility because receivers of online news 

are aware of how the medium complicates gatekeeping, and they may view branded associations 

as an assurance of legitimacy. This suggests that news consumers may view the disclosure of 

aggregated sources positively. 

Anderson (2013) concluded that aggregation differs from reporting in that it defines 

evidence more broadly. Journalists in legacy media rely on “analog” evidence such as quotes, 

official sources, and the product of interviews (p. 1,015). But Anderson’s work, like most 

research related to aggregation, considered the phenomenon at the messenger level, not at the 

message level.  

According to this family of heuristics concepts, readers of aggregated news should 

respond to a lack of traditional message cues by relying more heavily on the presence of 

attribution to make credibility judgments. In aggregated news stories, attribution is presented in 

the form of textual links that identify an originating source and link to it, and such links typically 
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appear underlined and in blue while the surrounding text is black, making them prominent. As 

noted by Kovach and Rosenstiel (2011), these links should play the role of supporting evidence, 

leading readers to conclude that the news story is more credible by virtue of their presence. 

While there is limited support for the possibility that aggregation links could confuse the reader 

about the identity of the originating source of the message and undermine its perceived 

credibility, the balance of existing research suggests that links are more likely to be viewed as 

evidence of transparency, resulting in a more pronounced perception of credibility for stories 

with a higher degree of aggregation. This also suggests that a story with no aggregation, that is to 

say it is entirely the work of the bylined author, will be viewed as less credible than an 

aggregated counterpart, which may include no original reporting. 

Separately, the theory of conferred credibility suggests that messages associated with a 

familiar originating or publishing source will be viewed as being more credible than identical 

messages associated with a generic originating or publishing source. Because attribution links in 

aggregated messages are expected to boost perceptions of credibility by virtue of readers seeing 

them as the equivalent of supporting evidence or transparency, it is anticipated that perceived 

credibility will increase with degree of aggregation in both publishing conditions, with level of 

perceived credibility being higher at each level of aggregation in the familiar source condition 

than in the generic source condition. 

Early research comparing the perceived credibility of television news to the perceived 

credibility of print news may also offer an explanation. Such research found that television news 

often was seen as more credible because it gave viewers a sense of place. Viewers felt as if they 

were witnessing the news themselves, or being informed of it directly by what Newhagen and 

Nass (1989), ironically, referred to as an “aggregation of on-camera personalities” (p. 278). 
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Consumers’ relationship with print news was, however, perceived as being more distant. The 

simple, direct relationship with the television reporter was less ambiguous than the print readers 

more complicated relationship with multiple sources. 

Hypotheses 

With this in mind, hypotheses exploring the main effects on perceptions of credibility of 

two independent variables and effects on perceptions of credibility resulting from interactions 

among multiple independent variable conditions were tested. The main effects studied include 

the separate relationships between perceptions of message credibility and the independent 

variables (a) degree of aggregation (none, moderate or high), and (b) nature of publication 

(familiar, or unfamiliar). Conditions of independent variables analyzed for interaction effects 

similarly include degree of aggregation (none, moderate and high) and nature of publication 

(familiar or unfamiliar). With this in mind, the following hypotheses and research questions were 

tested: 

Because the lack of traditional cues in online news was expected to prompt increased 

reliance on heuristics in message evaluation, and because credibility judgments were expected to 

be made along dimensions including the agency dimension of the MAIN model, creating 

confusion regarding gatekeeping roles (Sundar, 2008), it is possible that the multitude of 

attributed sources in highly-aggregated messages will affect receivers’ ability to accurately 

determine messages’ originating sources. This informs the first research question: 

RQ1: What potential sources, and under what conditions, do receivers perceive as being 

the originating sources of aggregated messages? 

The family of heuristics concepts, including those applied to previous research using the 

MAIN model (Sundar, 2008) and the elaboration likelihood model, suggest that in the absence of 
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traditional news message cues receivers of online, aggregated news messages will take shortcuts 

in making determinations regarding perceptions of credibility. Because receivers are likely to 

employ heuristics along the modality and agency dimensions of the MAIN model as discussed 

above, previous research suggests the possibility that confusion or ambiguity regarding sourcing 

will influence perceptions of credibility. This informs the second research question: 

RQ2: What is the relationship between receivers’ level of confidence in their ability to 

accurately identify the originating source(s), and receivers’ perception of message credibility? 

Conversely, however, because receivers are likely to employ heuristics along the 

modality and agency dimensions of the MAIN model as discussed above, the body of literature 

also suggests that receivers will see the attributive element of aggregation as evidence 

comparable to attribution of original reporting in traditional print news (Sundar, 2008), 

perceiving stories that are more highly aggregated as also being more credible by virtue of the 

presence of more (apparent) supporting evidence (Kovach & Rosenstiel, 2011). This informs the 

first hypothesis: 

H1: There will be a positive relationship between degree of message aggregation and 

receivers’ perception of message credibility. 

The theory of conferred credibility (Chung, Nam & Stefanone, 2012; Greer, 2003; 

Melican & Dixon, 2008) and concept of “halo effect” in branding (Herbig & Milewicz, 1995) 

both suggest that credibility associated with a source with which the receiver has established 

trust will be, to a degree, transferred to a message associated with that source, while such transfer 

is less likely when the source has not established trust. This informs the second hypothesis: 

H2: Messages from a familiar source will be perceived as being more credible than 

identical messages from a generic source. 
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Because the family of heuristics concepts as applied using the MAIN model and ELM 

suggest that highly-aggregated messages will be perceived as being more credible than less-

aggregated ones, and because the theory of conferred credibility suggests that messages from a 

familiar source will be viewed as being more credible by receivers than messages from a source 

that has not established trust, it is anticipated that highly-aggregated stories associated with a 

familiar source will be perceived by receivers as more credible than identical messages from a 

source with which the receiver has not established trust. This informs the third hypothesis:  

H3: Highly aggregated messages from a familiar source will be perceived as more 

credible than highly aggregated messages from a generic source. 

Because the family of heuristics concepts as applied using the MAIN model and ELM 

suggest that highly-aggregated messages will be perceived as being more credible than less-

aggregated ones, and because the theory of conferred credibility suggests that messages from a 

familiar source will be viewed as being more credible by receivers than messages from a source 

that has not established trust, it is anticipated that moderately-aggregated stories associated with 

a familiar source will be viewed by receivers as more credible than identical messages from a 

source with which the receiver has not established trust. This informs the fourth hypothesis: 

H4: Moderately aggregated messages from a familiar source will be viewed as more 

credible than moderately aggregated messages from a generic source. 

Because the family of heuristics concepts as applied using the MAIN model and ELM 

suggest that highly-aggregated messages will be perceived as being more credible than less-

aggregated ones, and because the theory of conferred credibility suggests that messages from a 

familiar source will be viewed as being more credible by receivers than messages from a source 

that has not established trust, it is anticipated that non-aggregated stories associated with a 
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familiar source will be viewed by receivers as more credible than identical messages from a 

source with which the receiver has not established trust. This informs the fifth hypothesis 

H5: Non-aggregated messages from a familiar source will be viewed as more credible 

than non-aggregated messages from a generic source. 

Lastly, research regarding perceptions of media credibility and news media consumption 

habits has reached conflicting conclusions or found marginal significance (Kiousis, 2001), and 

relationships between perceived message credibility, consumption habits and degree of 

attribution remain largely unexplored. Research does suggest that those who consume more news 

may be more familiar with news conventions (Pew Research Center, 2014), suggesting that they 

may see aggregated content not as more well sourced, but as less original. This informs the third 

research question: 

RQ3: What are the relationships between perceived message credibility, degree of 

message aggregation and media consumption habits?  
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY 

Experimental Design 

The purpose of this research is four-fold: (a) to explore the relationship between a 

message’s degree of aggregation and receivers’ perceptions of its credibility, (b) to explore the 

extent to which receivers are aware that messages are aggregated, and (c) to explore the accuracy 

of and confidence in receivers’ perceptions of originating messengers in aggregated messages, 

and (d) to explore whether consumers of news view aggregated content as being more credible if 

it is delivered via a website associated with a known and familiar news organization than if it is 

delivered via a generic, unfamiliar news organization. 

To achieve this the experiment employed a 2 x 3, between-subjects factorial design with 

two independent variables (message aggregation and publisher), the first independent variable 

(message aggregation) was measured at three levels: (1) no aggregation, (2) moderate 

aggregation, and (3) high aggregation. The second independent variable (publisher) was 

measured at two levels: (1) unfamiliar and (2) familiar. The dependent variables include 

perceived message credibility, perceived message originality (whether it is an original, or re-

published message) and perceived messenger identity.  

Participants. 

 Based on a power analysis, (G* Power), in order to achieve a moderate effect size of .25 at 

a probability level of .05, and a β of .8, a sample size of 211 is necessary. In other words, a total 
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of 35 subjects are necessary for each condition (high aggregation, moderate aggregation, no 

aggregation).  

 In order to generate results that are more broadly generalizable and minimize the likelihood 

of data anomalies, this study recruited 394 participants. After removing data from subjects who 

opted out after completion of the survey (See Appendix C) or who completed the survey in less 

than two minutes while making selections at only the top or bottom measures on scales, the 

resulting sample size was 303, or 42% more than the number necessary to identify statistically 

significant results. Approximately 100 participants were utilized for each level of the independent 

variable. Approval was received from the university’s Institutional Review Board (See Appendix 

D). 

Stimuli selection. 

The first of two faux website pages represented a fictional, generic news organization and 

was loosely modeled on websites under the Advance Local umbrella. Advance Local, a 

subsidiary of the Newhouse family’s Advance Publications, Inc., includes middle-market news 

websites that are affiliated with legacy newspapers and that routinely include both aggregated 

and original content, and content that is a combination of original and aggregated material. The 

company’s 12 news websites representing more than 30 newspapers are among the most visited 

news websites in the United States, and their affiliated news organizations have won awards 

including Pulitzers, Emmys and Peabodys.  

The second of the two faux website pages represented USA Today, a familiar traditional 

news organization. USA Today has consistently rated among the most trusted traditional news 

organizations and was among the eight U.S. news organizations rated highest for trustworthiness 
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in a Pew Research Center report on perceptions of media credibility (Pew Research Center, 

2014). 

The researcher guiding the design of the stimuli has 25 years’ experience as a journalist, 

including more than 15 years working for Advance Local publications, and is familiar with its 

aggregation practices and design conventions as well as the practices and conventions of other 

media companies for which he has worked as a reporter and editor. A professional appearance 

has been identified as heuristic cue signaling a web page’s legitimacy (Metzger, Flanagin & 

Meggars, 2010; Fogg, 2003), and the purpose of this experiment is to explore perceptions of 

credibility and originality of aggregated content on professional news pages. 

Stimuli material.  

The fictitious platform and fictitious content were created for the generic condition of this 

experiment to minimize the likelihood that participants would have pre-existing opinions 

regarding the publication or the story. The familiar news media organization USA Today was 

chosen for the known-media condition of the experiment to explore the possibility that 

perceptions of credibility in the aggregating news organization may transfer to the aggregated 

message.  

The fictitious platforms. 

The model web page for the generic platform included a logo for the fictional news 

organization NewsNB at the top of the page below a matching URL, consistent with Advance 

Local design, but using different colors and incorporating a handful of subtle differences. The 

headline was written in Associated Press style, in Arial san serif font consistent with the 

Advance pages and common industry practice. Consistent with Advance Local and common 

industry practice, social media icons, a sponsor-labeled advertisement and a non-functioning 
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email link appeared adjacent to the story, and a list of non-functioning links to other popular 

stories appeared to the right of the story. A sponsored-content link and other advertisements 

appeared packaged with popular stories links, consistent with Advance Local and industry 

practice. (See Figure 3). 

The model web page for the familiar platform included a logo for the news organization 

USA Today at the top of the page below a matching URL, consistent with USA Today design. 

The headline was written in Associated Press style, in a font consistent with USA Today pages 

and common industry practice. Consistent with USA Today, Advance and common industry 

practice, social media icons, a sponsor-labeled advertisement and a non-functioning email link 

appeared adjacent to the story, and a list of non-functioning links to other popular stories 

appeared to the right of the story. A sponsored-content link and other advertisements appeared 

packaged with the popular stories links, consistent with Advance Local and industry practice.  

Manipulation check and stimuli selection. 

A manipulation check was conducted to test candidates for the unfamiliar fictional news 

organization name and the names of the two aggregation messengers. The purpose of the 

manipulation check was to ensure subjects do not have pre-existing attitudes toward the stimulus 

material, increasing the internal validity of the study. 

The researcher used fantasynamesgenerators.com to generate 17 fictitious website names. 

The names included: Advocate Gazette, News Express, News Daily, News Live, The Empire 

News Online, News Banner, News Record Live, Real-Time Beacon News, CTNews, NewsNB, 

State News, Network News, Newswire, News Source, News US, NWS, and News Matters. 

A pool containing the 17 fictitious website names were examined among 30 subjects, 

ages 18-49, who were recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk. The names were rated on a five-
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point, Likert-type scale including: strongly negative, negative, neutral/no opinion, positive, and 

strongly positive. The results showed that among the 17 fictitious names, Advocate Gazette, 

Real-Time Beacon News and NewsNB generated similarly neutral attitudes among the 

participants. The means of Advocate Gazette, Real-Time Beacon News and CTNews were 2.9 

(SD = .96), 3.1 (SD = .87) and 3.3 (SD = .99), respectively. The medians of the three name 

impression scores are 3.0, 3.0 and 3.0. Additionally, in order to further validate the results, an 

analysis of variance test was conducted. Based on the results of ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc 

analyses, audiences’ perception toward these three website names have no significant difference 

from one another [F (2, 87) = .612, p > .05]. The significance value between Advocate Gazette 

and Real-Time Beacon News is .95, which was greater than .05. The significance value between 

Advocate Gazette and News NB is .72, which was greater than .05. The significance value 

between Real-Time Beacon News and Advocate Gazette is .53, which was greater than .05.  

In other words, the audiences’ perceptions toward the three selected fictitious names were 

similarly neutral. No biased preference to the names is generated. Therefore, the study used 

Advocate Gazette, CTNews and Real-Time Beacon News as the three fictitious/unfamiliar 

names representing organizations whose content is being aggregated. 

A manipulation check was conducted to test candidates for the familiar news organization 

name. The purpose of the manipulation check was to ensure subjects do not view the news 

organization selected for the familiar condition negatively.  

Names tested included the highest-rated broadcast and print news publications identified 

in a Pew Research Center survey: the general interest broadcast news organizations ABC News, 

CBS News, PBS and NPR and print publications The New York Times, the Washington Post and 

USA Today (Mitchell & Holcomb, 2016). The tested news organizations have consistently 
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ranked among the most-trusted U.S. news organizations. The above seven familiar news 

organization names were examined among 30 subjects, ages 18-49, who were recruited using 

Amazon Mechanical Turk. The names were rated on a five-point, Likert-type scale including: 

strongly negative, negative, neutral/no opinion, positive, and strongly positive.  

Based on the result of the one-way ANOVA test and Tukey post-hoc analysis, no 

significant difference [F (6, 196) = 1.15, p > .05] was found among means of perceptions of the 

seven known names, validating Pew results indicating that the seven news organization names 

are perceived by subjects as similarly trustworthy.  

Based on the descriptive data (see Table 2), The New York Times generated the highest 

positive perception (69% of subjects rated it either positive or strongly positive). Data collection 

for the proposed study was conducted in April, 2017, however, a time still early in the first term 

of the Donald Trump presidential administration and shortly after the conclusion of a presidential 

campaign in which the Times often was criticized in conservative and social media. To avoid 

lingering effects associated with the portrayal of the Times, the familiar media condition was 

modeled on USA Today. USA Today outperformed ABC and CBS for “strongly positive” rating 

(6.9%) and outperformed NPR for the percent rating it “positive” (31%), and consistently ranks 

highly for level of trust in other measures. USA Today scored second-highest among print 

newspapers for trust in a widely-cited, 2014 American Trends Panel survey (Mitchell, Gottfried, 

Kiley & Matsa, 2014). 
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Table 2.  

The New York Times Rated Highest Among Familiar News Organizations 

 

News organization Percent positive Percent strongly positive Total percent 

favorable 

ABC 44.8 3.4 48.2 

CBS 51.7 3.4 55.1 

PBS 34.5 27.6 62.1 

NPR 20.7 24.1 44.8 

Washington Post 48.3 13.8 62.1 

The New York Times 55.2 13.8                69.0 

USA Today 31.0   6.9 37.9 

Note: The seven news organizations tested were rated similarly for credibility in a Pew Research 

Center analysis. 

 

 The fictitious content.  

Each condition of the independent variable was based on two, three-paragraph, news 

stories, one about a fire that destroyed several businesses in a fictional neighborhood called 

“Northside,” and the second about the apparent assassination of the half brother of North Korean 

leader Kim Jong Un. Both stories were derived from real Associated Press stories (see Figure A1 

and Figure A2, respectively), and were consistent across the three conditions except for the 

addition of attribution in a manner consistent with news organization aggregation practices. 

 No-aggregation condition. 

For the no-aggregation condition on both the generic and familiar publication platforms, 

each of the two, three-paragraph stories appeared below a headline and a byline including a 

fictitious, gender-neutral journalist’s name, Pat Smith, and the name of the publication on whose 

website the stories appeared to have been published, NewsNB or USA Today. (See Figure 3, 

Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6). 
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Figure 3. Generic Aggregator, Story No. 1, Condition No. 1 

 

Figure 3. Condition No. 1 for the generic aggregator platform includes no aggregated material 

and the mock web page is attributed to NewsNB.com. 

 

Figure 4. Generic Aggregator, Story No. 2, Condition No. 1 

 

Figure 4. Condition No. 1 for story No. 2 in the generic aggregator platform includes no 

aggregated material and the mock web page is attributed to NewsNB.com. 
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Figure 5. Familiar Aggregator, Story No. 1, Condition No. 1 

 

Figure 5. Condition No. 1 for story No. 2 with the familiar platform includes no aggregated 

material, and the mock web page is attributed to USA Today. 

 

Figure 6. Familiar Aggregator, Story No. 2, Condition No. 1 

 

Figure 6. Condition No. 1, story No. 2, for the familiar platform includes no aggregated material, 

and the mock web page is attributed to USA Today. 
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Moderate-aggregation condition. 

For the moderate-aggregation condition on both the generic and familiar publication 

platforms, the stories appeared below the same headline, and Pat Smith, staff byline, but the 

second paragraph in each story was attributed to another fictional news messenger, CTNews, 

with attribution text in the first paragraph appearing underlined and in blue to represent a link. 

(See Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure 10). 

 

Figure 7. Generic Aggregator, Story No. 1, Condition No. 2 

 

Figure 7. Story No. 1, condition No. 2 for the generic aggregator includes one paragraph of 

material attributed to aggregation, and the mock web page is attributed to NewsNB.com. 
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Figure 8. Generic Aggregator, Story No. 2, Condition No. 2 

 

Figure 8. Story No. 2, condition No. 2 for the generic aggregator includes one paragraph of 

material attributed to aggregation, and the mock web page is attributed to NewsNB.com. 

 

Figure 9. Familiar Aggregator, Story No. 1, Condition No. 2. 
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Figure 9. Story No. 1, condition No. 2 for the familiar aggregator includes on paragraph of 

material attributed to aggregation, and the mock web page is attributed to USA Today. 

 

Figure 10. Familiar Aggregator, Story No. 2, Condition No. 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Story No. 2, condition No. 2 for the familiar aggregator includes one paragraph of 

material attributed to aggregation, and the mock web page is attributed to USA Today. 

 

High-aggregation condition. 

For the high-aggregation condition in both the generic and known news organization 

platforms, the story appeared below the same headline and Pat Smith byline, and with the first 

paragraph attributed to the CTNews as in the moderate-aggregation condition, but also with the 

second paragraph attributed to the Advocate Gazette and the third paragraph attributed to the 

Real-Time Beacon News with the attribution text underlined and appearing in blue, to represent 

a link, in both the generic and familiar news platform conditions. (See Figure 11, Figure 12, 

Figure 13 and Figure 14). 
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Figure 11. Generic Aggregator, Story No. 1, Condition No. 3. 

 

 Figure 11. Story No. 1, condition No. 3 for the generic aggregator includes three paragraphs of 

content attributed to aggregation, and the mock web page is attributed to NewsNB.com.  

 

Figure 12. Generic Aggregator, Story No. 2, Condition No. 3. 
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Figure 12. Story No. 2, condition No. 3 for the generic aggregator includes three paragraphs of 

content attributed to aggregation, and the mock web page is attributed to NewsNB.com.  

 

 

Figure 13. Familiar Aggregator, Story No. 1, Condition No. 3  

 

 
 

Figure 13. Story No. 1, condition No. 3 for the familiar aggregator includes three paragraphs of 

content attributed to aggregated sources, and the mock web page is attributed to USA Today. 

 

 

Figure 14. Familiar Aggregator, Story No. 2, Condition No. 3 
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Figure 14. Story No. 2, condition No. 3 for the familiar aggregator includes three paragraphs of 

content attributed to aggregated sources, and the mock web page is attributed to USA Today. 

 

To ensure that results regarding effects of degree of aggregation were not influenced by 

the content of the story used in the stimuli, the two stories were adapted from Associated Press 

national wire stories unlikely to evoke an emotional response (see Appendix). Using the sums of 

the seven credibility measures, a Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated to assess the 

relationship between subjects’ reported perceived credibility of the two stories when they were 

presented under otherwise identical conditions: as being published by the same publisher 

(generic or familiar) and under identical aggregation conditions (no aggregation, moderate 

aggregation, or high aggregation) (see Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5). 

Correlations of at least moderate strength (r > .40) were found in 10 of 21 conditions for 

credibility component measures across the two stories when they were presented as from the 

generic publisher. Correlations of at least moderate strength were found in six of 21 conditions 

for credibility component measures across the two stories when they were presented as from the 

familiar publisher. Correlations of at least moderate strength were found in four of six conditions 
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for the sums of the seven component credibility measures and with the results for the familiar 

and generic publisher conditions combined.  

Table 3 

 

Pearson Correlation Coefficients for Individual Components of Credibility Measure Across the 

Two News Stories When Presented as From the Generic Publisher 

 

 No aggregation Moderate aggregation High aggregation 

Component r-value p-value n r-value p-value n r-value p-value n 

Accuracy .239 .082 54 .319 .029 47 .628 .000 54 

Completeness .215 .119 54 .441 .002 47 .359 .008 54 

Objectivity .231 .093 54 .417 .004 47 .491 .000 54 

Spin .329 .015 54 .443 .002 47 .416 .002 54 

Expertise .459 .000 54 .396 .006 47 .085 .539 54 

Professionalism .178 .199 54 .444 .002 47 .354 .009 54 

Originality .403 .003 54 .394 .006 47 .590 .000 54 

 

 

Table 4 

 

Pearson Correlation Coefficients for Individual Components of Credibility Measure Across the 

Two News Stories When Presented as From the Familiar Publisher 

 

 No aggregation Moderate aggregation High aggregation 

Component r-value p-value n r-value p-value n r-value p-value n 

Accuracy .334 .013 55 .225 .117 50 .427 .003 47 

Completeness .429 .001 55 .274 .060 48 .353 .015 47 

Objectivity .374 .005 55 .288 .047 48 .353 .015 47 

Spin .404 .003 52 .340 .016 50 .397 .008 44 

Expertise .524 .000 55 .385 .008 47 .163 .274 47 

Professionalism .390 .003 55 .326 .024 48 .306 .036 47 

Originality .410 .002 55 .320 .023 50 .563 .000 47 

 

Table 5 

 

Pearson Correlation Coefficients for the Sum Credibility Scores Across the Two News Stories 

 

Condition r-value p-value n 

Generic publisher, no aggregation .481 .000 54 

Generic publisher, moderate aggregation .464 .001 47 

Generic publisher, high aggregation .681 .000 54 

Familiar publisher, no aggregation .470 .000 55 
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Familiar publisher, moderate 

aggregation 

.294 .038 50 

Familiar publisher, high aggregation .382 .008 47 

 

Under a majority of the conditions the credibility measure component of expertise was 

found to have an r-value below the level of moderate strength and a p-value above the level of 

significance. For this reason, the component of expertise was dropped from the list of 

components used to calculate overall credibility scores and scores were calculated using the 

variables accuracy, completeness, objectivity, spin, professionalism and originality. 

Separately, in light of the Pearson correlation data, a one-way, repeated measures 

ANOVA was calculated to compare the sum credibility scores of each story. There was a 

significant effect for story subject, Wilks’ Lamba = .88, F(1,302) = 40.63, p < .0005 

multivariate-partial eta squared = .12 (see Table 6). Because of the statistically significant 

relationship between story subject and perceived credibility and inconsistent correlation results, 

results for the two stories were analyzed both separately and combined to allow for consideration 

of possible effects related to story subject. 

Table 6 

 

Mean Perceived Credibility of Story 1 and Story 2 

 

Story subject N Mean Standard deviation 

Story 1 (Domestic) 303 22.51 3.94 

Story 2 (International) 303 21.02 4.46 

 

Independent variables. 

The current study makes use of two independent variables. The first is degree of message 

aggregation, which includes three levels as discussed above: (1) no aggregation, (2) moderate 

aggregation, and (3) high aggregation. The second independent variable is the identity of the 

publishing website. Based on the manipulation check mentioned above, the study uses NewsNB 
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(NewsNB.com) to represent the unfamiliar publisher, and USA Today (usatoday.com) to 

represent the familiar publisher. In sum, the 2 x 3 between-subjects factorial design generated six 

conditions (see Table 7).  

Table 7 

The Six Conditions Generated by the Design 

 

Aggregation degree Publisher 

Unfamiliar Familiar 

None I IV 

Moderate II V 

High III VI 

 

Condition I is the unfamiliar publisher using no aggregated content. Condition II 

employed the unfamiliar publisher and a moderate degree of aggregation. Condition III 

employed the unfamiliar publisher and a high degree of aggregation. Condition IV employed a 

familiar publisher and no aggregated content. Condition V employed the familiar publisher and a 

moderate degree of aggregation. Condition VI employed the familiar publisher and a high degree 

of aggregation. 

Dependent variables. 

There are five dependent variables in both the generic and familiar news organization 

conditions: (A) perceived message credibility, (B) perceived message originality (whether the 

message is original or republished), (C) perceived identity of originating messenger, (D) 

accuracy of perceived identity of originating messenger in aggregation conditions, and (E) level 

of confidence in perceived identity of originating messenger. Following exposure to the stimulus 

material, the dependent variables were measured in the following order: 

Perceived message credibility. 
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 In both the generic and familiar news organization conditions, subjects were asked to 

rate the credibility of the message using a series of five measures with each employing a five-

point, Likert-type scale, with means of the credibility measures calculated and summed to 

determine a message credibility score. The credibility measures were drawn from components of 

scales commonly used in credibility research (Flanagin & Metzger, 2007; Austin & Dong, 1994; 

Gaziano & McGrath, 1986; McCroskey & Teven, 1999; Roberts, 2010; Meyer, 1988). 

Components identified in previous research were further narrowed with consideration of 

Appelman and Sundar’s (2015) analysis, which drew a distinction between measures exclusive 

to message credibility and those that may simultaneously measure source credibility. The 

credibility measures used in this study included accuracy, completeness, objectivity, spin and 

professionalism.  

Accuracy was measured on a five-point, Likert-type scale with “1” representing “not at 

all accurate,” “2” representing “mostly inaccurate,” “3” representing “equally accurate and 

inaccurate,” “4” representing “mostly accurate,” and “5” representing “completely accurate.” 

Completeness was measured on a five-point, Likert-type scale with “1” representing “not 

at all complete,” “2” representing “mostly complete,” “3” representing “equally complete and 

incomplete,” “4” representing “mostly complete,” and “5” representing “totally complete.” 

Objectivity was measured on a five-point, Likert-type scale with “1” representing “not at 

all objective,” “2” representing “mostly not objective,” “3” representing “equally objective and 

not objective,” “4” representing “mostly objective,” and “5” representing “completely 

objective.” 
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Spin was measured on a five-point, Likert-type scale with “1” representing “exhibits a 

great deal of spin,” “2” representing “exhibits some spin,” “3” representing “neutral,” “4” 

representing “exhibits little spin,” and “5” representing “exhibits no spin.” 

Professionalism was measured on a five-point, Likert-type scale with “1” representing 

“not at all professional,” “2” representing “mostly unprofessional,” “3” representing “equally 

professional and unprofessional,” “4” representing “mostly professional,” and “5” representing 

“completely professional.” 

The items on the credibility scale were subjected to a factor analysis using SPSS version 

23 (see Table 8). Before performing the factor analysis, the suitability of the data was assessed. 

Inspection of the correlation matrix indicated that all coefficient values exceeded .30. The 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin value was .66, exceeding the recommended minimum value of .60 (Kaiser, 

1970) and Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity (Bartlett, 1954) reached statistical significance (p < .01), 

supporting the factorability of the correlation matrix. Principal components analysis indicated 

that most of the components of the scale were independently responsible for more than 10% of 

variance and had eigenvalues above or very near 1. 

Separately, Cronbach’s alpha was calculated, returning a coefficient of .81, an indication 

of good internal consistency as it exceeds the common standard minimum value of .70 (Tavakol 

& Dennick, 2011).  

Table 8. 

 

Credibility Scale Components 
  

Accuracy 

 

Completeness 

 

Objectivity 

 

Spin 

 

Professionalism 

 

Originality 

 

Components 

      

Accuracy 1.000      

Completeness .837      
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Objectivity .564 .386     

Spin .788 .627 .717    

Professionalism .794 .897 .533 .697   

Originality .555 .621 .551 .293 .552 1.000 

*All correlations are significant at the .01 level (2-tailed). 

 

Analysis and manipulation of scale. 

To aid in the interpretation of the factor analysis results regarding the scale, a Varimax 

rotation with Kaiser normalization, and separately, a pattern and structure matrix with Oblimin 

rotation, were performed. The rotated solutions revealed the presence of two components with 

strong loadings and with all variables loading substantially on only one component, indicating 

simple structure (see Table 9 and Table 10). Uniformity between the structure and pattern 

coefficients and the component matrix results is an indication of internal consistency. In light of 

the results of the rotated matrix analyses, the credibility scale was split into two scales. The first 

comprised four variables that are factual in nature (accuracy, completeness, professionalism, and 

originality.) The second comprised two variables that are interpretive in nature (objectivity and 

spin). Statistical analyses that were conducted to test this study’s five hypotheses and explore 

two of its three research questions were repeated utilizing the bifurcated credibility scale.  

Table 9 

 

Rotated Component Matrix 

 Component 

 Factual Interpretable 

Accuracy .709 .587 

Completeness .906 .309 

Objectivity .234 .852 

Spin .327 .897 

Professionalism .790 .473 

Originality .786 .154 

Note: Bold indicates a value in excess of .70. 

 

Table 10 
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Pattern and Structure Matrix for PCA with Oblimin Rotation of Two Factor Solution 

Item Pattern coefficients Structure coefficients Communalities 

 Factual Interpretable Factual Interpretable  

Completeness  .952  .009 .957 .558 .917 

Originality  .866 -.124 .794 .375 .641 

Professionalism  .758  .244 .899 .682 .849 

Accuracy  .623  .407 .858 .766 .846 

Spin  .066  .915 .593 .953 .911 

Objectivity -.027  .899 .491 .883 .780 

 

Perceived identity of primary originating messenger. 

For the condition in which all of the story is attributed only to the bylined journalist 

(independent variable condition “a”), subjects were asked to identify the originating messenger 

as (a) the bylined author, (b) the fictional or known publication identified at the top of the page 

and in the URL, (c) all of the above, or (d) unknown/other media. For the condition in which the 

story was attributed to both the bylined journalist and other media (independent variable 

condition “b”), subjects were asked to identify the originating messenger as (a) the bylined 

journalist, (b) the fictional or familiar publication identified at the top of the page and in the 

URL, (c) other media identified in the text, (d) all of the above or (e) unknown/other media. For 

the condition in which each paragraph of the story was attributed to other media within the text, 

subjects were asked to identify the originating messenger as (a) the bylined journalist, (b) the 

fictional or familiar publication identified at the top of the page and in the URL, (c), (d) and (e) 

other media identified in the text, (f) all of the above or (g) unknown/other media.  

Accuracy of perceived identity of primary originating messenger in aggregation 

conditions.  

Because there may be no correct or incorrect answer to the survey question regarding 

identification of originating source, the data was coded largely for exploratory purposes.  

Level of confidence in perceived identity of messenger.  
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For all three conditions, subjects were asked to rate their level of confidence in their 

knowledge of the identity of the originating messenger on a five-point, Likert-type scale ranging 

from 1 (not at all confident), 2 (a little confident), 3 (somewhat confident), 4 (reasonably 

confident) and 5 (completely confident). 

Consideration of confounding variables. 

Because aggregation at the news story level has received little attention from researchers, 

the possibility of the presence of confounds, or unmeasured variables that influence outcomes, 

was addressed by conducting a series of two-way ANCOVAs exploring relationships between 

publication type and aggregation condition on perceived credibility controlling for possible 

covariates related to subjects’ demographic characteristics and news consumption habits. 

Explored covariates include subjects’ age, gender, race, level of education, political affiliation, 

household income, sources of news and frequency of news consumption, which has been found 

to serve as a proxy for media or news literacy. In a study of news consumption that was based on 

the communication effects gap hypothesis, which suggests that subjects of higher socio-

economic status acquire information faster than those of lower status, Eveland and Scheufele 

(2000) measured knowledge of news and frequency of exposure and found that the knowledge 

gap between higher and lower educated consumers was narrowed with increases in news 

exposure. Separately, an earlier study of multiple forms of media literacy similarly suggests that 

literacy gains may be a function of exposure (Meyrowitz, 1998). Meyrowitz distinguishes 

between media literacy and medium literacy, but speculates that in both cases familiarity makes 

it easier for subjects to access and analyze messages, making them more literate news 

consumers.  

Experimental Procedures 
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This online experiment used Amazon.com Inc.’s Mechanical Turk to recruit 394 

participants, whose responses were captured using Qualtrics software. After viewing a consent 

form and giving their consent to participate, subjects were randomly assigned to one of the six 

conditions (see Table 7). Participants viewed a mock-up web page of each of the two stories 

under identical conditions from a computer of their choosing, and were instructed to read each 

news story carefully, but at their own pace. To increase the likelihood that the subjects would 

read the stories, they were told that they would be asked questions regarding the story upon 

completion.  

After reading each story, subjects were asked to provide responses to the questions 

regarding the dependent variables previously enumerated, which were presented in a randomized 

order to minimize order effects. Subjects were asked to provide demographic data, including 

gender (male or female); ethnicity (white, black or African American, Asian, Native Hawaiian or 

Pacific islander, other); educational level (bachelor’s degree or higher, two-year degree/some 

college, high school graduate, less than high school graduate); political affiliation (Republican, 

Democrat, independent/other); primary source of news (print newspaper, newspaper website, 

television, TV news organization website, social media, websites not affiliated with traditional 

media, e.g. Buzzfeed, Huffington Post, etc.); how often read or watch news (weekly or less often, 

daily, more than once per day); household income ($60,000 or more; $50,000 to $59,999; 

$45,000 to $49,999; less than $45,000). The demographics questions are adapted from Pew 

Research Center research (Pew, 2014). In addition to the demographics data and responses to 

survey questions, Qualtrics collected data including the date and time each subject began and 

completed the survey, each subject’s internet protocol address and the latitude and longitude of 

the computer server associated with internet protocol addresses. 
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Three-hundred and ninety-four subjects took the survey March 8-10, 2017. After 

eliminating data for subjects who failed to complete the survey or who completed it in less than 

two minutes while entering identical scores for all variables, data for 303 subjects remained. 

Time spent taking the survey ranged from under two minutes to 41 minutes, with subjects taking 

an average of 5.3 minutes.  

Subjects were paid $1 to complete the survey, with that sum credited to their Amazon 

account upon completion and approval of the researcher. To be compensated, subjects had to 

enter a random number generated by Qualtrics upon completion of the survey, making it very 

unlikely that subjects could receive payment without completing the task. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

 

The population for this study (N=303) ranged in age from 20 to 49, with a mean age of 32 

years and a median age of 31 years. Among respondents there were 186 males (61%) and 117 

females (39%). Respondents included 217 (72%) who self-identified as white or Caucasian, 54 

(18%) who identified as Asian and 16 (5%) who identified as black or African American. 

Respondents included 133 (44%) who self-identified as Democrats, 111 (36%) who identified as 

politically independent, and 59 (20%) who identified as Republicans. Among respondents, 167 

(55%) had earned a bachelor’s degree or higher academic ranking, 89 (29%) had attended some 

college and 46 (15%) completed high school but had not attended college. Among news sources 

subjects reported using most frequently, social media was the most common. Social media alone 

was the single-most commonly cited news source, with 43 subjects (14.2%) reporting it was their 

sole portal to news. Among subjects who reported receiving news from a combination of 

sources, social media was the only source that appeared in each of the three of the most common 

combinations of news sources (see Table 11). 
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Table 11 

The Most Commonly Cited Sources and Combinations of Sources for News 

 

Source or combination of sources                   % of all citations 

Social media 43 14.2 

Newspaper websites 36 11.9 

Other websites 30   9.9 

Television 22   7.3 

Newspaper websites, social media and other websites 15   5.0 

Television and social media 13   4.3 

Social media and other websites 11   3.6 

Television news website 8   2.6 

Radio 7   2.3 

Print newspaper 7   2.3 

Other   36.6 

Total  100.0 

 

A majority of subjects (163, 54%) reported that they read, watch or listen to news daily, while 81 

(26.8%) reported that they consume news weekly or less often and 58 (19.2%) reported reading, 

watching or listening to news more than once per day. 

Research Question No. 1 

 The first research question was meant to explore readers’ perceptions regarding with which 

source or sources content originated. When asked to identify the source or sources they perceived 

to be the originating source of the stimulus stories, subjects were allowed to choose alone or in 

combination: (1) the entity identified as the page publisher (NewsNB.com, USA Today); (2) the 

bylined author (Pat Smith); (3, 4 and 5) any of up to three identified aggregation sources, 

depending on condition (CTNews, Advocate Gazette, Real-Time News Beacon); (6) all of the 

above; or (7) unknown/other media. Among subjects who read stories in the high aggregation 

condition, the page publisher (the organization identified at the top of the page and in the URL) 

was most often identified as an individual originating source (111), followed by the last in the 

series of three aggregated sources (101), and the bylined author (74). As a percentage of total 
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instances of attribution credited to individual sources, the identified page publisher was most 

commonly selected by subjects as an originating source in all three aggregation conditions (see 

Table 12). In the moderate aggregation condition the publisher was followed by the single 

aggregated source present in that condition (115) and the bylined author (86). In the no-aggregation 

condition, subjects credited the publisher as the originating source most often (297), followed by 

the bylined author (172). Chi-square goodness of fitness tests conducted on data from three of the 

12 total conditions (one with no aggregation, one with moderate aggregation, and one with high 

aggregation) with overall results for comparison indicated internal consistency. There were no 

significant differences between the expected and resulting values. The results were, respectively, 

x2 (2, n = 70) = .07, p > .05; x2 (6, n = 73) = 11.9, p > .05; x2 (3, n = 60) = .625, p > .05. 

Table 12 

 

Perceived Originating, Individual Sources as Identified by Subjects, Within Aggregation 

Condition and in the Order of Presentation 

 

            Aggregation condition 

 None Moderate  High  

Credited source N % N % N % 

Page publisher 297 62.4 139 40.7 111 26.0 

Bylined author 172 36.1 86 25.2 74 17.4 

First aggregator - - - - 72 16.9 

Second aggregator - - - - 65 15.3 

Third aggregator - - 115 33.7 101 23.7 

Unknown 7   0.0 1   0.0 3   0.0 
Note: The no aggregation condition included no apparent aggregation. The moderate aggregation condition included 

one apparent aggregator. The high aggregation condition included three apparent aggregators. 

 

With the addition of aggregation at each interval the percent of instances of attribution in which 

the bylined author or the identified page publisher were credited as a likely originating source fell 

by approximately half. In the high-aggregation condition, which is typical of much web content, 

even on the web pages of established news organizations, subjects selected the page publisher and 
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the last aggregation source identified in the story as their likely originating sources at 

approximately equal rates. In the high-aggregation condition subjects were most likely to see 

aggregated sources presented near the beginning or near the end of the story as originating sources, 

while the aggregation source identified in the middle of the story was largely overlooked. The 

bylined author was least likely to be perceived as the originating source under the no- and 

moderate-aggregation conditions, and was picked less often than the publisher and less often than 

the last aggregator used in the high-aggregation condition. 

Research Question No. 2 

The second research question asked what is the relationship between receivers’ level of 

confidence in their ability to accurately identify the originating source(s) of a news story, and 

receivers’ perception of its credibility. A significant, positive relationship was found between 

confidence in source identification and perceived credibility of the stimulus stories both 

collectively and independently. Subjects who reported higher levels of confidence in their ability 

to identify originating sources were more likely to find stories to be credible.  

To explore the question, a one-way, between-groups analysis of variance was conducted 

to explore the relationship between confidence in ability to accurately identify an originating 

source and overall perceived message credibility (the sum credibility measure for the domestic 

and international stories combined). There was a statistically significant relationship: F (8, 294) 

= 6.3, p < .001, as demonstrated by a means plot (see Figure 15). 
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Figure 15. Results of a One-Way Between Groups Analysis of Variance of the Relationship 

Between Total Confidence in Source Identity and the Mean of Total Perceived Credibility 

 

 

 Separately, a one-way, between-groups analysis of variance was conducted to explore 

the relationship between confidence in ability to accurately identify an originating source and 

perceived message credibility for results from the domestic story alone. There was a statistically 

significant relationship at the: F (4, 298) = 13.5, p < .001, as demonstrated by a means plot (see 

Figure 16). 
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Figure 16. Results of a One-Way Between Groups Analysis of Variance of the 

Relationship Between Confidence in Source Identity for the Domestic Story and the 

Mean of First-Story Perceived Credibility 

 

  

Separately, a one-way, between-groups analysis of variance was conducted to explore the 

relationship between confidence in ability to identify an originating source and perceived 

message credibility for the international story alone. There was a statistically significant 

relationship: F (4, 298) = 11.6, p < .001, as demonstrated by a means plot (see Figure 17). 
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Figure 17. Results of a One-Way Between Groups Analysis of Variance of the 

Relationship Between Confidence in Source Identity for the International Story and the 

Mean of International Story Perceived Credibility 

 

 

To better understand the relationship between degree of aggregation and confidence in 

ability to identify originating sources, a one-way, between-groups analysis of variance was 

conducted with aggregation measured in three conditions (none, moderate and high). A 

significant relationship was found: F (2, 300) = 5.5, p < .05. Because Levene’s test for 

homogeneity of variances returned a value less than .05 (.002), however, the Welch and Brown-

Forsythe (Brown & Forsythe, 1974) tests of equality of means standards (.005 and .005) are 

preferable measures, and by these standards the result shows borderline significance. 

Separately, a one-way, between-groups analysis of variance was conducted to explore the 

relationship between aggregation condition (none, moderate or high) and subjects’ confidence in 

their ability to identify originating sources in the domestic story alone. A significant relationship 

was found: F (2, 300) = 5.5, p < .05. Because Levene’s test for homogeneity of variances 

returned a value less than .05 (.000), however, the Welch and Brown-Forsythe tests for 
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homogeneity of equality of means standards (.005 and .005) are preferable, and by these 

standards the result shows borderline significance. 

Separately, a one-way, between-groups analysis of variance was conducted to explore the 

relationship between aggregation condition (none, moderate or high) and subjects’ confidence in 

their ability to identify originating sources in the international story alone. A significant 

relationship was found: F (2, 300) = 4.5, p < .05. Because Levene’s test for homogeneity of 

variances returned a value less than .05 (.015), the Welch and Brown-Forsythe tests for 

homogeneity of equality of means standards (.016 and .012, respectively) are preferable. The p-

value (.012) is lower than the Welch standard but equal to the Brown-Forsythe standard, and so 

the result shows borderline significance. 

To explore the second research question with credibility measured using the bifurcated 

scale, one-way between-groups analyses of variance were run to test the relationship between 

subjects’ confidence in their ability to identify an originating source and perceived credibility as 

measured by the split scales. The test employing the factual components credibility scale 

returned results mirroring those obtained using the overall credibility scale, but results obtained 

using the interpretable components credibility scale indicated no significance. The one-way 

between-groups analysis of variance exploring the relationship between confidence in ability to 

identify the originating source and credibility based on the factual scale found significance: F (8, 

294) = 9.22, p < .001; as did the same tests regarding the domestic and international stories 

alone: F (8, 294) = 7.02, p < .001 and F (8, 294) = 6.52, p < .001, respectively.  

The relationship between confidence in source identification and perceived message 

credibility, which was significant and positive for overall credibility and credibility perceptions 

seen through the lens of factuality, was not significant when credibility was seen through the lens 
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of interpretable components. This is partially consistent with results obtained by tests employing 

the single scale, which found significance. 

In summary, a statistically significant, positive relationship was found between subjects’ 

confidence in their ability to identify originating sources and their perceptions of message 

credibility. Subjects who report higher confidence in their ability to accurately identify an 

originating source view stories as being more credible than subjects who report being less 

confident in their ability to identify the origins of a story. While the direction of data also 

suggests that subjects had greater confidence in their ability to identify sources in stories that 

made little use of aggregation–confidence score means were consistently lower for stories with 

higher degrees of aggregation–tests of statistical significance returned consistently borderline 

results on this relationship. 

Hypothesis No. 1 

The first hypothesis predicted that there will be a positive relationship between degree of 

message aggregation and receivers’ perception of message credibility, in part because receivers 

may view aggregation as transparency in sourcing, or as the presence of multiple, confirming 

sources (Borah, 2014). Counter to expectations, a significant negative relationship was found 

between degree of aggregation and overall perceived credibility when controlling for subjects’ 

frequency of exposure to news, which can serve as a proxy for media literacy. When controlling 

for the covariate, stories with higher degrees of aggregation were viewed by subjects as being 

less credible than stories with a lower degree of aggregation. To test the hypothesis, a two-way, 

between-groups analysis of variance was conducted to explore the impact of degree of 

aggregation (none, moderate or high and, alternatively, as present or not present) and publisher 

type (generic or familiar) on levels of overall perceived credibility sums for the two stimulus 
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stories combined. (Subjects read both stories under conditions that were identical except for story 

topic). There was not a statistically significant main effect between degree of aggregation and 

perceived credibility or a significant interaction effect between degree of aggregation and 

publication type (before controlling for a covariate).  

Because the influence on perceived credibility of other possible variables at the news 

message level as they relate to news message aggregation has not been explored by previous 

research, however, a series of two-way analyses of covariance were calculated controlling for 

possible covariates related to subjects’ demographic characteristics and news consumption 

habits. Tested variables included age, gender, race, level of education, political affiliation, 

household income, source of news (print newspaper, newspaper website, television, television 

news organization website, other website, radio, social media, and combinations of these 

sources) and frequency of news consumption. A significant negative relationship was found 

between degree of aggregation and perceived overall credibility after controlling for frequency of 

news consumption (weekly or less often, daily, more than one time per day): F (2, 297) = 4.326, 

p < .05. With a partial eta squared value of .014, the effect size is small by Cohen’s (1992) 

standards, however. The analysis was repeated with aggregation degree collapsed into two 

conditions (present or absent) and with both three and two degrees of aggregation, mean 

credibility scores were higher, at significant levels, as the degree of aggregation declined. The 

overall credibility score with no aggregation had a mean of 44.6, compared to 42.93 for the 

aggregation present condition. 

A significant relationship also was found between the covariate (frequency of news 

consumption) and perceived credibility after controlling for the type of publication from which 

subjects report getting their news, F (2, 297) = 6.529, p < .05. With a partial eta squared value of 
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.022, the effect size is small by Cohen’s (1992) standard, however. The condition that generated 

the single highest mean credibility score (M = 45.945) was that in which a story containing no 

aggregated content was presented by the generic publisher. More broadly, the mean sum 

credibility scores for stories with no aggregation were consistently higher (and at significant 

levels after controlling for the covariate) than those for stories with moderate or high degrees of 

aggregation.  

Separately, a two-way, between-groups analysis of variance was conducted to explore the 

impact of aggregation condition and publisher type on perceived credibility for the two stimulus 

stories independently, with neither relationship indicating significance. The interaction effect 

between publication type and aggregation condition also was not statistically significant. A two-

way analysis of covariance was calculated controlling for news frequency and no statistically 

significant relationship was found when controlling for frequency. 

Before controlling for news frequency, the main effect between aggregation condition 

and perceived credibility for the international story was not statistically significant, but the main 

effect between publication type and international story perceived credibility was, however, 

statistically significant, F (2, 297) = 5.412, p < .05, as was the interaction effect between 

publication type and aggregation condition, F (2, 297) 3.25, p < .05. The credibility score for the 

international story as presented by the familiar publisher (M = 21.45) was significantly higher 

than the score for the same story when presented as from the generic publisher (M = 20.592). 

This is inconsistent with the overall results, but with a partial eta squared value of .021 and based 

on effect size guidelines developed by Cohen (1992) the strength of the interaction effect is 

small, as is the strength of the main effect, with a partial eta squared value of .018. After 

controlling for news frequency both the main effect of publication type on international story 
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credibility F (2, 297) = 5.97, p < .05, and the interaction effect of publication type and 

aggregation condition F (2, 297) = 7.10, p < .05 were statistically significant. The relationships 

mirror those between the variables before controlling for news frequency, though the partial eta 

squared values (.02 for publication type and .023 for the interaction effect) are slightly higher but 

still within the range of small size. 

The main effect between news frequency and perceived credibility was not statistically 

significant for the domestic story alone but was borderline significant for the two stories 

combined and significant for the international story, F (2, 300) = 3.228, p < .05. Subjects who 

more frequently consume news were found to be more likely to perceive the international story 

as a credible message. 

To test the hypothesis using the bifurcated scale, a series of two-way, between-groups 

analyses of variance were conducted to explore the impact on perceived credibility of degree of 

aggregation (none, moderate, or high) and publisher type (generic or familiar) with credibility 

measured separately using the factual components scale and the interpretive components scale, 

and with consideration of the domestic and international stories both collectively and 

independently. No significance was found in relationships involving the interpretative scale. The 

two-way, between-groups analysis of variance exploring the impact of degree of aggregation and 

publication type on perceived credibility of the international story using the factual components 

scale to measure credibility, however, found a statistically significant main effect for publication 

type, F (1, 297) = 4.40, p < .05. The mean credibility score calculated using the factual 

components scale with the publication types combined was highest under the no-aggregation 

condition (M = 14.31) and when publication types were considered separately, the mean 

credibility score was highest for the familiar publisher condition and with no aggregation (M = 
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15.27). A partial eta squared value was calculated to determine effect size, returning a value of 

.02, indicating a small effect size based on standards developed by Cohen (1992).  

This suggests that, when evaluating content for its credibility through the lens of 

factuality, subjects were influenced at a significant level by the nature of the publication, finding 

the story presented by USA Today to be more credible than the identical story presented by the 

generic website. This was true only of the international story, however. This finding is consistent 

with the unexpected results regarding the first hypothesis when tested with the single credibility 

scale. Tests assessing relationships related to the first hypothesis found a significant, negative 

relationship between degree of aggregation and perceived credibility under similar conditions, 

and found, also under similar conditions, that the international story as presented by the familiar 

publisher was viewed as being more credible.  

Separately, the series of two way between-subjects analyses of variance were repeated 

while controlling for subjects’ frequency of exposure to news, a condition that found significance 

with use of the single credibility scale, as reported above. No interaction effects were identified, 

but a significant main effect between publication type and perceived credibility was found for the 

international story when subjects assessed credibility utilizing the factual components credibility 

scale: F (1, 295) = 4.6, p < .05. A partial eta square value of .015 indicates that the effect size is 

small, based on Cohen’s standards (1992). The factual components credibility value was higher 

for the familiar publisher condition (M = 14.4) than the generic condition (M = 13.58), a result 

that is consistent with other findings. 

In summary, under the combined story condition and when the two stories were analyzed 

separately, no statistically significant main effect was found between aggregation condition and 

perceived message credibility. When the researcher controlled for news frequency, however, 
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there was a statistically significant, negative main effect between aggregation condition and 

credibility for the combined story data. Separately, for the international story, both before and 

after controlling for news frequency, there was a statistically significant interaction effect 

between publication type and aggregation condition.  

Based on the main effect results for the combined story after controlling for news 

frequency, and the results of the analysis of the international story alone, the first hypothesis is 

not supported. 

Hypothesis No. 2 

The second hypothesis predicted that messages from a familiar source would be 

perceived as being more credible than identical messages from a generic source. A significant 

relationship was found between publication type and the perceived credibility of the international 

story. Subjects found the international story presented by USA Today to be more credible than 

the same story presented by the generic website. 

To test the hypothesis, a two-way, between-groups analysis of variance was conducted to 

explore the impact of publisher type (generic or familiar) and degree of aggregation on levels of 

overall perceived credibility sums for the two stimulus stories combined, and no significance was 

found. Further, the interaction effect between aggregation condition and publication type was not 

statistically significant before or after controlling for frequency of exposure to news.  

Two-way, between-groups analyses of variance also were calculated to explore the 

relationship between publisher type and credibility scores of the two stories independently. For 

the domestic story, no statistically significant relationship was found between publisher type and 

perceived credibility before or after controlling for frequency of exposure. As reported above, 

however, a two-way between-groups analysis of variance was calculated for the international 
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story and found a statistically significant relationship between publication type and perceived 

credibility, F (1, 299) = 5.4, p < .05, and significance was found after controlling for news 

frequency, F (1, 297) = 5.97, p < .05, with a partial eta squared value of .02, suggesting a small 

effect size. For the international story, the mean credibility score was highest (M = 21.450) when 

it was presented as from the familiar publisher and lowest (M = 20.592) when it was presented as 

from the generic publisher. 

To further test the second hypothesis a series of two-way between-groups analyses of 

variance were conducted testing relationships between degree of aggregation, publisher type and 

perceived credibility as measured by the factual components and interpretable components scales 

for the stimulus stories collectively and independently and with and without controlling for 

frequency of exposure to news. No significance was found under any of the conditions as 

measured using the interpretable components scale. Significance was found with credibility 

measured for the international story by the factual components scale both with and without 

controlling for frequency: F (1, 297) = 4.4, p < .05 and F (1, 295) = 4.6, p < .05, respectively. 

Both relationships returned partial eta squared values of .015, indicating small strength based on 

standards developed by Cohen (1992). The significant relationship between publication type and 

perceived credibility for the international story when employing the factual components scale is 

consistent with the finding for the same conditions but employing the single scale both in terms 

of significance and direction of data. Perceived credibility for the international story assessed 

using the factual components scale was higher under the familiar publisher condition (M = 14.4) 

than under the generic publisher condition (M = 13.6). 

To further test the second hypothesis a series of two-way between-groups analyses of 

variance were conducted testing relationships between degree of aggregation, publisher type and 
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perceived credibility as measured by the factual components and interpretable components scales 

for the stimulus stories collectively and independently and with and without controlling for 

frequency of exposure to news. No significance was found under any of the conditions as 

measured using the interpretable components scale. Significance was found with credibility 

measured for the international story by the factual components scale both with and without 

controlling for frequency: F (1, 297) = 4.4, p < .05 and F (1, 295) = 4.6, p < .05, respectively. 

Both relationships returned partial eta squared values of .015, indicating small strength based on 

standards developed by Cohen (1992). The significant relationship between publication type and 

perceived credibility for the international story when employing the factual components scale is 

consistent with the finding for the same conditions but employing the single scale both in terms 

of significance and direction of data. Perceived credibility for the international story assessed 

using the factual components scale was higher under the familiar publisher condition (M = 14.4) 

than under the generic publisher condition (M = 13.6). 

The second hypothesis predicted that messages from a familiar source would be 

perceived as being more credible than messages from a generic source. Based on the finding of 

statistically significant relationships between publication type and perceived message credibility 

scores for the international story, both before and after controlling for subjects’ frequency of 

news consumption, the second hypothesis has limited support. 

Hypothesis No. 3 

 The third hypothesis, with respect to the theory of conferred credibility, predicted that 

highly aggregated messages from a familiar source would be perceived as more credible than 

highly aggregated messages from a generic source. No significant relationship was found. To test 

the hypothesis, an independent samples t-test compared the total credibility scores under the 
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high-aggregation condition for the stories as presented by the generic and, alternatively, the 

familiar publisher. Levene’s test for equality of variances produced a significance value of .041, 

indicating the variances for the two groups were not equal. Using data adjusted for unequal 

variances, there was no significant difference in sum credibility scores drawn from the two 

stories under the generic (M = 42.89, SD = 6.83) and the familiar publisher conditions, (M = 

42.78, SD = 8.74) but under otherwise identical conditions. Under the highly aggregated 

condition, the nature of the publication did not have a statistically significant effect on the sum of 

perceived credibility. Separately, an independent samples t-test was conducted to compare the 

domestic story credibility scores under the high-aggregation condition for the story as presented 

by the generic and, alternatively, the familiar publisher. Levene’s test for equality of variances 

produced a significance value of .027, indicating the variances for the two groups were not equal. 

Using data adjusted for unequal variances, there was no significant difference in scores under the 

generic (M = 22.3, SD = 3.51) and the familiar publisher conditions (M = 22.17, SD = 4.50). 

Under the highly aggregated condition, the nature of the publication did not have a significant 

effect on perceived credibility of the domestic story alone. An independent samples t-test also 

was conducted to compare the international story credibility scores under the high-aggregation 

condition for the story as presented by the generic and, alternatively, the familiar publisher. 

Levene’s test for equality of variances produced a significance value of .025, indicating the 

variances for the two groups were not equal. Using data adjusted for unequal variances, there 

was no significant difference in scores under the generic (M = 20.58, SD = 4.00) and the familiar 

publisher conditions (M = 20.61, SD = 5.23).  

Under the highly aggregated condition, the nature of the publication (generic or familiar) 

did not have a significant effect on perceived credibility as measured by either stimulus story or 
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with respect to sum credibility scores for the two different stories under identical conditions. The 

third hypothesis is not supported.  

Hypothesis No. 4 

 The fourth hypothesis predicted that moderately aggregated messages from a familiar 

source would be viewed as more credible than moderately aggregated messages from a generic 

source. No significant relationship was found. To test the hypothesis, an independent samples t-

test was conducted to compare the stories’ sum credibility scores under the moderate-aggregation 

condition for the stories as presented by the generic and, alternatively, the familiar publisher. 

There was no significant difference in scores under the generic (M = 43.49, SD = 7.46) and the 

familiar publisher conditions (M = 42.58, SD = 6.14). Under the moderately aggregated 

condition, the nature of the publication did not have a significant effect on perceived sum 

credibility for the two stories. An independent samples t-test compared the domestic story 

credibility scores under the moderate-aggregation condition as presented by the generic and, 

alternatively, the familiar publisher. There was no significant difference in scores under the 

generic (M = 22.51, SD = 3.78) and the familiar publisher conditions (M = 21.88, SD = 3.44). 

Under the moderately aggregated condition, the nature of the publication did not have a 

significant effect on perceived credibility of the domestic story. An independent samples t-test 

compared the international story’s credibility scores under the moderate-aggregation condition 

for the story as presented by the generic and, alternatively, the familiar publisher. There was no 

significant difference in scores under the generic (M = 20.98, SD = 4.30) and the familiar (M = 

20.70, SD = 4.14) conditions. Under the moderately aggregated condition, the nature of the 

publication did not have a significant effect on perceived credibility of the second story. 
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 Under the moderately aggregated condition, the nature of the publication did not have a 

significant effect on perceived credibility of two stories collectively or independently. The fourth 

hypothesis is not supported. 

Hypothesis No. 5 

 The fifth hypothesis predicted that non-aggregated messages from a familiar source 

would be viewed as more credible than non-aggregated messages from a generic source. A 

significant relationship was found only for the international story. Subjects perceived the 

international story with no aggregation as being more credible when it was presented by the 

familiar publisher than when it was presented by the generic one. To test the hypothesis, an 

independent samples t-test was conducted to compare the combined credibility scores under the 

no-aggregation condition as presented by the generic and, alternatively, the familiar publisher. 

There was no significant difference in scores under the generic (M = 43.26, SD = 8.26) and the 

familiar publisher conditions (M = 45.95, SD = 6.07). Under the no-aggregation condition, the 

nature of the publication did not have a statistically significant effect on perceived credibility of 

the combined story data. An independent samples t-test also compared the domestic story 

credibility scores under the no-aggregation condition as presented by the generic and, 

alternatively, the familiar publisher. There was no significant difference in scores under the 

generic (M = 22.98, SD = 4.72) and the familiar conditions (M = 23.13, SD = 3.38). Under the 

no-aggregation condition, the nature of the publication did not have a significant effect on 

perceived credibility of the domestic story. An independent samples t-test also compared the 

international story credibility scores under the no-aggregation condition as presented by the 

generic and, alternatively, the familiar publisher. There was a significant difference in scores 

under the generic (M = 20.28, SD = 4.94) and the familiar conditions (M = 22.84, SD = 3.79; t 
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(107) = -3.04, p < .05, two-tailed). Under the no-aggregation condition, the nature of the 

publication did have a significant effect on perceived credibility of the international story, with 

the story presented as coming from the familiar publisher being perceived as more credible. 

 In summary, the effect of the publisher type (generic or familiar) on perceived message 

credibility across aggregation conditions was insignificant for the domestic story alone, 

significant for the international story alone, and borderline significant for the two stories, under 

identical conditions, together (see Table 11). Hypothesis No. 5 is partially supported. 

The hypotheses were further tested with the employment of the factual components and 

interpretable components credibility scales. Under the highly aggregated condition, no 

significant relationships were found. Under the moderately aggregated condition, an independent 

samples t-test conducted to compare the interpretable components credibility scale score for the 

domestic story as presented by the generic publisher (M = 8.27, SD = 1.58) and as presented by 

the familiar publisher (M = 7.64, SD = 1.48) found a significant difference: t (93) = 1.99, p < .05, 

two-tailed. The magnitude of the difference in the means was small (eta squared = .04). Under 

the no aggregation condition an independent samples t-test conducted to compare the factual 

components credibility scale score for the stimulus stories combined as presented by the generic 

publisher (M = 28.41, SD = 5.74) and as presented by the familiar publisher (M = 30.38, SD = 

4.47) found a significant difference: t (107) = -2.0, p < .05, two-tailed. The magnitude of the 

difference in the means was small to moderate (eta squared = .04). Further, also under the no 

aggregation condition, an independent samples t-test conducted to compare the factual 

components credibility scale score for the international story as presented by the generic 

publisher (M = 13.33, SD = 3.71) and as presented by the familiar publisher (M = 15.27, SD = 

2.61) found a significant difference: t (107) = -3.1, p < .05, two-tailed. Because Levene’s test for 
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equality of variances returned a value of .02, data adjusted for unequal variances was used. The 

magnitude of the difference in the means was moderate to large in size (eta squared = .08). 

The results under the no aggregation condition, which found significance in the 

relationship between publisher type and factual components credibility for the international story 

and the stories combined, are consistent with the results for the single credibility scale, which 

found significance under similar conditions. 

Because significance was found under the no aggregation condition but not under the 

moderate or highly aggregated conditions, the three aggregation conditions (none, moderate 

aggregation and high aggregation) were collapsed into two conditions (aggregation present and 

aggregation not present) and t-tests were recalculated for the conditions of the presence or 

absence of aggregation. No significant relationships were found. 

Table 13 

Aggregation Degree, Type of Publisher and Perceived Credibility 

Aggregation 

condition 

Story Publisher Mean 

credibility  

Standard 

deviation 

p-value 

High Combined Generic 42.89 6.83 - 

  Familiar 42.78 8.74 .95 

 Domestic Generic 22.30 3.51 - 

  Familiar 22.17 4.50 .88 

 International Generic 20.58 4.00 - 

  Familiar 20.61 5.23 .98 

Moderate Combined Generic 43.49 7.46 - 

  Familiar 42.58 6.14 .52 

 Domestic Generic 22.51 3.78 - 

  Familiar 21.88 3.44 .40 

 International Generic 20.98 4.30 - 

  Familiar 20.70 4.14 .75 

None Combined Generic 43.26 8.26 - 

  Familiar 45.95 6.07 .06 

 Domestic Generic 22.98 4.72 - 

  Familiar 23.13 3.38 .85 

 International Generic 20.28 4.94 - 

  Familiar 22.84 3.79 .00* 

*p < .05 
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Research Question No. 3 

Research question three explored the relationships between perceived message 

credibility, degree of message aggregation and media consumption habits. No significant 

relationships were found between degree of aggregation and frequency of exposure to news or 

type of news source. To explore this question a series of two-way analyses of variance were 

conducted exploring the relationship between (1) credibility score, degree of aggregation and 

frequency of news consumption and (2) credibility score, degree of aggregation and source of 

news (e.g. newspaper, television). Each analysis was conducted for combined story credibility 

scores and for credibility scores for each of the two stories independently. To incorporate 

preferred news source, subjects’ original survey responses were collapsed from seven categories 

(print newspaper, newspaper on the web, television, television news on the web, social media, 

other web, and radio) to four categories (print, web, broadcast, and some combination of the 

three mediums). 

The analysis conducted to explore the impact of degree of aggregation and subjects’ 

preferred news source on perceptions of (combined) message credibility found no statistically 

significant main effect of degree of aggregation on total perceived credibility. Similarly, there 

was not a statistically significant relationship between preferred news source and sum of 

credibility or interaction effect involving aggregation condition and preferred news source. 

Separately, a two-way between-groups analysis of variance explored the impact of degree 

of aggregation and subjects’ preferred news source on perceptions of message credibility for the 

domestic story alone. There was not a statistically significant main effect between degree of 

aggregation and total perceived credibility. Similarly, there was not a statistically significant 
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relationship between preferred news source and domestic-story perceived credibility or between 

aggregation condition and preferred news source. 

Separately, a two-way between-groups analysis of variance was conducted to explore the 

impact of degree of aggregation and subjects’ preferred news source on perceptions of message 

credibility for the international story alone. There was not a statistically significant main effect 

between degree of aggregation and total perceived credibility or between preferred news source 

and international-story perceived credibility. There also was not a statistically significant 

interaction effect involving aggregation condition and preferred news source. 

Two-way between-groups analyses of variance were repeated controlling for news 

frequency and found similar lack of statistical significance. 

 The purpose of the third research question was to identify statistically significant 

relationships between perceived message credibility and two types of news consumption 

attributes (frequency of consumption and preferred medium). No statistically significant main 

effects or interaction effects were identified. 

 Separately and using the interpretable components scale, however, an analysis 

found significant relationships between perceived international story credibility and aggregation 

condition under the no and moderate aggregation conditions. Perceived credibility increased 

along with frequency of exposure to news as aggregation degree advanced. Under the high 

aggregation condition, however, perceived international story credibility decreased among 

subjects who reported more than daily news exposure. In other words, high-volume news 

consumers saw the high aggregation condition international story as less credible than did 

moderate- and low-volume news consumers when it was assessed using interpretable criteria (see 

Figure 18).  
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Figure 18. Divergence of Credibility 

 

Figure 18. With credibility of the international story measured using the interpretable 

components scale, perceived credibility increased with degree of aggregation for low-frequency 

subjects, but decreased for high-frequency subjects.  

 

The analysis exploring the impact of frequency of exposure to news on combined stories 

credibility, as measured by the interpretable components credibility scale identified the 

significant main effect for frequency, F (2, 293) = 4.26, p < .05. The effect size was small 

(partial eta squared value = .028). Post-hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test indicated that 

the mean score for the low frequency condition (M = 14.30, SD = 2.57) was significantly 

different from the high frequency condition (M = 15.59, SD = 2.78). Subjects who more often 

were exposed to news found the domestic and international stories (combined) to be more 

credible when credibility was measured using interpretable criteria. The analysis exploring the 

impact of frequency of exposure to news on domestic story credibility, as measured by the 

interpretable components credibility scale found a significant main effect for frequency, F (2, 

293) = 3.36, p < .05. The effect size was small (partial eta squared value = .022). Post-hoc 

comparisons using the Tukey HSD test indicated that the mean score for the low frequency 
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condition (M = 7.54, SD = 1.70) was significantly different from the high frequency condition 

(M = 8.31, SD = 1.53). Subjects who more often are exposed to news found the domestic story to 

be more credible when credibility was evaluated using interpretable criteria. The analysis that 

was conducted to explore the impact of frequency of exposure to news on international story 

credibility, as measured by the interpretable components credibility scale found a significant 

interaction effect between frequency of news exposure and degree of aggregation, F (4, 293) = 

2.63, p < .05. The effect size was small (partial eta squared value = .035). As frequency of 

exposure to news increased, perceived message credibility rose under the no and moderate 

aggregation conditions, but declined under the high aggregation condition (see Figure 18). The 

decline in perceived credibility under the high aggregation condition is consistent with previous 

results. The main effect between frequency and perceived credibility also was significant, F (2, 

293) = 3.1, p < .05, (.074 for factual) with a partial eta squared value of .035, indicating that the 

effect is small. 

Other Post Hoc Tests 

 Demographic variables. 

Because previous research has not explored the influence on perceived credibility of 

other possible variables at the news message level as they relate to news message aggregation, a 

series of one-way between-groups analyses of variance was conducted testing relationships 

between perceived credibility and the demographic variables age, gender, race, level of 

education, political affiliation and household income. After collapsing the age variable into five 

categories (20-25, 26-31, 32-37, 38-43, 44-49) a borderline statistically significant relationship 

was found between age and perceived overall story credibility at the p < .05 level, F (4, 298) = 

2.334, p = .05. To determine effect size an eta squared value was calculated, returning a value of 
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0.03, a small effect size value based on Cohen’s (1992) standards. Though the result is on the 

borderline standard for significance, it suggests that older consumers may be more likely to view 

news stories as being credible than younger ones, a possibility that is consistent with previous 

findings. Johnson and Kaye (1998) found a similar relationship between the age of the consumer 

of news and the perceived level of credibility of news delivered via the internet. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DISCUSSION 

 

This chapter discusses results of statistical analyses related to the hypotheses and research 

questions, explores implications to practice, and introduces a model intended to provide a 

framework of guidance for aggregators, designed with the findings of this study in mind. 

Avenues for further research suggested by this study’s findings and previous research also will 

be suggested. 

Degree of Aggregation and Credibility 

When considering possible implications of these findings, particularly those regarding 

how receivers perceive aggregated content, it is imperative to first note the conflict between 

common news story aggregation practice and traditional news ethics and standards. Journalists 

are taught to seek original sources, and to identify and credit them in news copy, and failure to 

do so is widely seen as an ethical failing within traditional news media. The Society of 

Professional Journalists (2014) codified its guidance regarding sourcing in four of the 18 

components of the “seek truth and report it” section of its code of ethics, calling on journalists to 

use original sources, clearly identify sources, avoid use of anonymous sources when possible, 

and never plagiarize. “The public is entitled to as much information as possible to judge the 

reliability and motivations of sources,” the code states (Society of Professional Journalists, 

2014). This research suggests that online and in the face of new, nontraditional competition, 

however, application of traditional news standards to aggregation practice may undermine 
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credibility rather than serve to support it—at least in news stories without original 

reporting by the news organization publishing the story.  

The first hypothesis, the main point of emphasis of this study, predicted a positive 

relationship between degree of aggregation and perceived credibility. Based in part on the theory 

of conferred credibility, it was anticipated that subjects would view aggregation attribution as 

validation, as an indication of supporting evidence or as an indication of transparency (Borah, 

2014). The findings, however, suggest that this may not be the case. No relationship was found 

between degree of aggregation and perceived credibility overall or for the stimulus stories 

individually. But after controlling for frequency of news consumption, a significant negative 

relationship was found between degree of aggregation and perceived credibility. Credibility 

scores were higher without aggregation (M = 44.6) than with it (M = 42.93). This finding is 

reinforced by results when credibility was measured using, separately, the factual components 

scale and the interpretable components scale, as a statistically significant main effect of 

publication type was found on credibility of the international story measured using the factual 

scale (see Table B1). Under these conditions, credibility rated higher in the absence of 

aggregation and when stimuli were presented as having been published by the familiar publisher. 

Further, the absence of aggregation was a consistent thread running through similar significant 

findings associated with combinations of variables that also included a familiar publisher and the 

international story assessed through the lens of factual rather than interpretable criteria (see 

Table B1). 

While the negative relationship between degree of aggregation and perceived credibility 

runs counter to the expected result, it has support in the literature. A body of literature suggests 

that both perceived credibility (Metzger, Flanigan & Medders, 2010; Sundar, 2008; Kiousis, 
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2006) and perceived authority of messages (Fritch & Cromwell, 2001) suffer when sourcing is 

ambiguous. The MAIN model, the elaboration likelihood model and the heuristic systematic 

model of message processing all also offer support for the idea that ambiguity in sourcing may 

have a negative effect on perceptions of credibility. Sundar (2008), and Kovach and Rosenstiel 

(2011), established support for the idea that digital publishing complicates gatekeeping, and the 

agency component of the MAIN model–consistent with the findings of this study–suggests that 

receivers are likely to have more trouble identifying the originating messenger in online 

messages because of the relative legion of possibilities along the message’s chain of existence. 

The elaboration likelihood model suggests that receivers make an unconscious choice between a 

peripheral or central route of message processing based in part on their level of involvement with 

the message. If involvement is low, the receiver is less likely to evaluate the message on its 

merits and is more likely to employ heuristics, such as the evaluation of sourcing on its face 

(Petty & Cacioppo, 1986; Cacioppo, Petty, Kao & Rodriguez, 1986). It follows, logically, that 

ambiguity in sourcing would result in a lower level of involvement, prompting the use of 

peripheral processing, which itself would again catalyze the use of heuristics and lower 

involvement in a sort of closed circle or spiral of decline (see Figure 19).  
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Figure 19. Involvement Spiral of Decline 

         

Figure 19. Ambiguity catalyzes a decline in involvement, which prompts an unconscious 

use of peripheral processing, which catalyzes the use of heuristics, which results in lower 

involvement. 

 

Receivers with lower levels of involvement and who are using shortcuts such as 

heuristics then may be more likely to use evaluations of sourcing as a tool than they are to use 

evaluations of argument or evidence. Previous research also suggests that this relationship may 

be amplified by the nature of online news, relative to traditional methods of messaging, because 

of the absence of salience cues common to traditional delivery mechanisms. Chaiken (1980) first 

suggested that the absence of cues common in traditional news media may lead to 

misunderstandings regarding the relative importance of news events, and Tewksbury and Althaus 

(2000), in an experiment involving the print and digital editions of The New York Times, found 

that the absence of cues online resulted in less-informed readers.  

This possibility as an explanation of why the expected relationship between degree of 

aggregation and perceived credibility was not found is further supported by Rieh’s Model of 

Judgment of Information Quality and Cognitive Authority (Rieh, 2010). In analyzing how 
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receivers assess the credibility of messages online, Rieh argued that people begin their 

assessment with the website on which they find the message, judging it using criteria such as 

past experience with information found there and referrals from trusted others. From there, 

conferred credibility helps the receiver assess the message. But the origins of aggregated content 

are murky, limiting the utility of assessment based on where the message was found. Further, as 

this study established, the most common online tool for delivery of news today is social media. 

This means that subjects are not visiting trusted websites in search of news; news is being pushed 

to them by third parties, still further clouding the information’s origins as cues are eliminated or 

lose meaning. A more contemporary experiment involving index aggregators (there is little 

relevant research at the message level) supports the idea that the nature of cues online influence 

credibility assessments. In their study of source primacy effect in index aggregation, Sundar, 

Knobloch-Westerwick and Hastall (2007), identified three cues on which users of aggregation 

index pages rely: (a) the name of the primary source, (b) the amount of time elapsed since the 

post was published and (c) information on related content. The identity of the primary source, 

which this study demonstrates is often a mystery at the level of the aggregated message, was 

judged to be most important. Further, in their study of reliance on proximate and distal sources, 

Kang, Bae, Zhang and Sundar (2011) established that receivers who are not highly involved 

consider only the proximate source when making credibility judgments. Given the multiplicity of 

sourcing in highly aggregated messages, this is consistent with the finding of this study that 

receivers, faced with the absence of traditional news cues, tend to spread credit as originating 

source among all identified sources and to often identify the page publisher or the most recent 

aggregated source to which they have been exposed as the originating source of the message.  
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In building a case for the heuristic systematic model Chaiken (1980), and Chaiken and 

Maheswaran (1994), found that ambiguous messages are more likely to be processed using 

heuristics and that messages viewed as both ambiguous and low in receiver involvement are 

processed exclusively by using heuristics. The findings of this study regarding the statistically 

significant link between degree of aggregation and confidence in source identity (see Table B1) 

suggest that ambiguity may increase with the number of aggregated sources (as confidence in 

ability to discern originating source identity declines). And, collectively, the MAIN model, the 

elaboration likelihood model and the heuristic systematic model offer support for the idea. It 

follows, simply, that receivers would have less confidence in their ability to identify the 

originating sources of ambiguous messages. Further, traditional arguments favoring a model in 

which aggregation is seen as validation or transparency are not universally accepted. Karlsson, 

Clerwall and Nord (2014) found little empirical support for the idea that tools commonly 

associated with the concept of transparency in online messages, with the exception of hyperlinks, 

have a significant effect on perceptions of credibility. This is consistent with the anecdotal 

experiences of the author who, as a reporter for a regional online news organization, found that 

embedded source documents, and little else, gained traction with skeptical readers. Such 

anecdotal experience also supports Chaiken’s (1980) conclusion that the lack of traditional 

salience cues leads to misunderstandings regarding relative importance of news events. In the 

months following the end of daily print publication of The Birmingham (Ala.) News in 2012, 

online readers, many of whom were reading the newspaper online for the first time, routinely 

called the newsroom to complain that insignificant stories were getting play that was equal or 

superior to that of much more substantial news, as all stories appeared online in order of 

publication (they were not ordered with regard to importance) and with headlines, photos and 
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proportion of the screen allotted to each story of equal size (personal experience, 2012). Further, 

Alabama Media Group, the publisher of The Birmingham News and al.com, recognized this 

shortcoming and five years later launched a Facebook page, called “Reckon by al.com,” with the 

purpose of re-publishing, on a separate platform, serious, original news content that might 

otherwise be overlooked on its website (Reckon by al.com, 2017). 

Familiar Versus Generic Sources 

Perhaps the second most unexpected result of this study was the somewhat consistent 

difference in results for tests run independently on the domestic story and international story. A 

statistically significant, main effect between publication type (generic or familiar) and perceived 

credibility was found for the international story, but not for the domestic one. The median 

credibility rating for the international story presented as from the generic publisher (M = 20.59) 

was lower than the rating for the story presented as from the familiar publisher (M = 21.45). Both 

before and after controlling for news frequency, subjects found the international story to be more 

credible when it was presented as the product of USA Today than when it was presented as the 

product of the generic website NewsNB.com. Perceptions of the credibility of the international 

story were found, under multiple conditions, to be a function of whether it was delivered by a 

familiar publisher and how often the subjects read, watch or listen to the news. These 

relationships were either much weaker or not present for the domestic story. There are several 

possible explanations of why frequent consumers of news would be more likely to find an 

international story credible than would less frequent consumers, or why readers or viewers may 

be more reliant on a connection to a familiar source when evaluating the credibility of 

international coverage. In their study of coverage of the wars in Iraq in 1991 and the early 2000s, 

Choi, Watt and Lynch (2006) made a case that the halo effect, a close cousin to the theory of 
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conferred credibility, suggests that those who lack the base of knowledge to make a credibility 

judgment may lean on the perceived expertise of an established news organization. And in the 

United States, in particular, news consumers may be at a significant disadvantage when it comes 

to assessing the credibility of international news. Among 11 nations ranked by percentage and 

number of international news stories in television newscasts, the United States was eighth and 

11th, respectively, and among subjects surveyed 71% reported having an interest in national 

news, compared to 52% who reported being interested in international news (Aalberg et al., 

2013). If the subjects of this study were more interested and well-versed in domestic news than 

in international news, as suggested by Aalberg et al.’s survey results, they may well have opted 

to trust USA Today by default when presented with a story about North Korean intrigue but they 

may not have felt it necessary to consider the publisher when evaluating a story about a fire in 

Chicago. A study of differences in how journalists at national news organizations and journalists 

at local news organizations select international stories offers a different possibility, however. 

Kim (2002) found that local and national journalists have different goals. Journalists at national 

news organizations view news from a global perspective, suggesting their audience perceives it 

in the same manner. Local journalists are more pragmatic and more likely to choose national 

stories with local ties. Receivers may be aware of this, consciously or unconsciously, in which 

case they likely would view a widely familiar, national news organization as a more credible 

source for international news than a generic news organization with which they are unfamiliar. In 

their 2005 study, Abdulla, Garrison, Salwen, Driscoll and Casey offer still another possible 

explanation. Their national telephone survey (N = 536) asked subjects to rate different news 

mediums for credibility along a 12-point, Likert-type scale consistent with commonly used 

credibility measures. They found that 25% of subjects who got news online were most interested 
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in international news, compared to 8.5% of television viewers and 6.1% of newspaper readers. 

Subjects rated international news as most credible, and the authors speculated that this may have 

been because the internet is seen as transcending borders and time zones, and because internet 

users are more highly educated on average than consumers of other media. The finding that those 

who use the internet to retrieve news are more than three times more likely to be interested in 

international news than television viewers and more than four times more likely than newspaper 

readers also suggests that those who use the internet to access news have, by default, a higher 

degree of involvement in international news. This also may help to explain the relationship 

between frequency of news consumption and perceived credibility of international news. 

Because the survey on which this study was based was conducted exclusively online, it is 

possible that its subjects–based on the findings by Abdulla et al.–had greater involvement in the 

international story by virtue of a pre-existing interest in international news and, by extension, a 

history of greater exposure to international news than to national news relative to those who get a 

greater proportion of their news from broadcast or print sources. In other words, the subjects of 

this study may have self-selected as high-involvement, high-frequency consumers of 

international news by virtue of their very presence on the internet. 

A separate series of tests meant to further explore the relationship between the nature of 

the publication and perceived credibility (see Hypotheses 3, 4, and 5) generated similar findings. 

No significant relationships between publisher type and credibility were found for the stories 

collectively or separately when under the high or moderate aggregation conditions. But under the 

no aggregation condition, the international story presented as from USA Today was perceived as 

more credible than when presented as from the generic publisher. This finding reinforces the 

possibility that receivers presented with international news and relatively few possible sources of 
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origin are more likely to defer to the perceived judgment of a familiar source, and that receivers 

faced with multiple sources from which to choose are more likely to see sourcing as ambiguous. 

While the findings under the high and moderate aggregation conditions did not return statistical 

significance, the combination of statistical significance under the no aggregation condition and 

the direction of data under all three conditions make a convincing argument that ambiguity in 

sourcing confuses receivers, but receivers will defer to a familiar source when they lack topic 

expertise and can identify the source they trust. This possibility is further supported by the 

findings when the credibility scale is split. Under the no-aggregation condition and using the 

factual components scale, the relationship between publisher type and perceived credibility was 

statistically significant, with the story from the familiar publisher seen as more credible (M = 

30.4, SD = 4.5) than the story from the generic publisher (M = 28.4, SD = 5.7). This is still 

further reinforced by the findings regarding the first research question, exploring the relationship 

between confidence in ability to identify originating sources and perceived credibility. 

Confidence and Credibility 

 Though it is not the central point of emphasis of this study, the most statistically 

significant finding of this dissertation was that the more confident message recipients are in their 

ability to identify the source, the more likely they are to believe the story. One’s level of 

confidence in ability to identify source was found to be a statistically significant influence on 

perceived credibility for the two stimulus stories both combined and independently. Furthermore, 

eta squared values indicating effect size found the effect of source identification confidence on 

perceived credibility to be large for the combined data (0.14) and for the domestic story alone 

(0.13) and moderately large for the international story alone (0.11). While little research exists 

regarding the ambiguity of sourcing and perceived message credibility, research regarding 
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ambiguous messages and credibility suggests that ambiguity may undermine systematic message 

processing and encourage the use of heuristics (Chaiken & Maheswaran, 1994). That study 

found that when heuristic and systematic processing occur simultaneously, heuristic processing 

may bias the simultaneous systematic processing and “such bias is most likely when message 

content or other individuating information is ambiguous” (p. 469). This, in concert with the 

survey results regarding confidence in source identification and perceived credibility, suggests 

that in addition to clarity in messaging, clarity in sourcing at the message level is an important 

component in perceptions of credibility. The results of tests using the bifurcated credibility scale 

offer limited support for this possibility. The test employing the factual components credibility 

scale returned results mirroring those obtained using the overall credibility scale. The one-way 

between-groups analysis of variance exploring the relationship between confidence in ability to 

identify the originating source and credibility based on the factual scale found significance: F (8, 

294) = 9.22, p < .001; as did the same tests regarding the domestic and international stories: F (8, 

294) = 7.02, p < .001 and F (8, 294) = 6.52, p < .001, respectively.  

When subjects’ credibility judgments were based on relatively objective criteria, there 

was a significant relationship between confidence in source identification and perceived 

credibility. But, consistent with Chaiken and Maheswaran’s conclusion that ambiguity favors 

heuristics, significance disappeared when credibility judgments were based on relatively 

subjective criteria. The relationship between confidence in source identification and perceived 

message credibility was significant and positive for overall credibility and credibility perceptions 

seen through the lens of factuality. On closer analysis, seemingly contradictory results regarding 

credibility as determined by the interpretable components scale also may support the broader 

finding of a positive relationship between confidence in source identification and perceived 
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credibility. Results show that low- and moderate-frequency news consumers perceived 

interpretable components scale credibility as increasing steadily along with each degree of 

aggregation for the international story, and high frequency news consumers saw such credibility 

increasing from the first degree of aggregation (none) to the second (moderate). But when 

aggregation condition was high, high-frequency consumers of news perceived credibility as 

lower. This suggests that consumers overall may see credibility as increasing with aggregation 

up to a point, at which low and high frequency news consumers begin to see message 

aggregation and credibility differently. The family of theories regarding central and peripheral 

message processing, especially the heuristic systematic model, may explain the divergence. 

Chaiken and Maheswaran (1994) demonstrated that high- and low-involvement receivers have 

different perceptions of sources. In a finding similar to that of Choi, Watt and Lynch (2006), 

Chaiken and Maheswaran’s experiment involving messages about a consumer product (N = 367) 

demonstrated that low involvement subjects, who are more reliant on heuristics, were more 

likely to trust in “expert” witnesses when assessing credibility. High-involvement subjects were 

more likely to assess message content and less likely to employ heuristics (source identity) under 

conditions consistent with a high degree of aggregation.  

The link between degree of aggregation and confidence in ability to identify sources–a 

possible bridge between aggregation and credibility–is less clear. The direction of data suggests a 

negative relationship between degree of aggregation and confidence in ability to identify source 

of origin, but the relationship was not statistically significant. And research has suggested that 

ambiguity may result from multiplicity in sourcing. One-sided messages (which have limited 

sourcing) have been found to be more believable than two-sided messages (Kamins & Marks, 
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1987) and single-source messages have been found to be perceived as having greater clarity than 

stories with multiple sources (Metzger, Flannigan & Meggers, 2010).  

Implications to Practice  

In its 2016 report on news consumption habits, Pew found that the migration from print 

to online news may be accelerating. About 38% of U.S. residents were found to often seek news 

online, and half of those consumers were between the ages of 18 and 29, suggesting continued 

growth as the digital audience ages and replaces the generation still reliant on traditional media. 

The most popular and fastest-growing tool for retrieving news is mobile devices, which in 2016 

were used by 72% of U.S. residents to retrieve at least some news, up from 54% in 2013 

(Mitchell, Gottfried, Barthel & Shearer, 2017). Despite the ubiquity of both smart phones and 

online news, however, the relationship between news, consumers and news organizations online 

remains complicated and unsettled. The single most popular online medium for transmission of 

news, for example, is social media. In this study, a plurality of subjects cited social media as 

their sole portal for news (14.2% of citations), and it was the only source to appear in each of the 

three most commonly cited combinations of portals. But social media also is the least-trusted 

news source. Just 34% of those surveyed by Pew said they trust news they receive via social 

media, compared to 82% who expressed trust in news obtained directly from local news 

organizations and 76% who trust news obtained directly from national news organizations. 

Further, there are contradictions between what consumers of news say, and what they do, 

regarding their level of trust in news organizations and mediums. Overall, Pew found that a 

slight majority (51%) of Americans report being loyal to their news sources, but more than three 

in four (76%) return to the same sources repeatedly for their news, suggesting that the audience’s 

skepticism may not run as deep as surveys often indicate, or that consumers are reliant on news 
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organizations they simply do not trust (Mitchell, Gottfried, Barthel & Shearer, 2017). With this 

context and the results of this study in mind, there are a number of lessons that practitioners 

might draw from these findings: 

Traditional ethical standards may lessen perceived credibility.  

The most recent newsroom employment data available indicates that there were 10% 

fewer journalists in U.S. newspaper newsrooms in 2015 than just one year earlier, and that 

follows a 33% decline over the previous decade, indicating that the rate of layoffs at the core of 

the news industry has significantly accelerated (Mitchell & Holcomb, 2016). The news audience, 

meanwhile, continues its move online. The proportion of adults who reported often getting news 

from digital platforms, whether associated with print products or not, in 2016 was nearly double 

the number who reported often getting news from a print newspaper, and the growth trend is 

similar among digital-native publishers, such as Huffington Post. Among the 40 largest digital-

native news websites as measured by unique visitors, 19 saw double-digit growth in traffic from 

2014 to 2015 (Mitchell & Holcomb, 2016). This simultaneous rise in demand for online news 

and decline in the number of working journalists has incentivized aggregation, because the 

practice provides aggregators with publishable material without the burden of production costs. 

Though the evolution of online news has largely outpaced the news industry’s development of 

standards governing practice, the mainstream news industry has established a rough set of 

generally accepted legal and ethical guidelines. Copyright law’s fair use doctrine has been 

applied to aggregation in the form of guidelines calling on aggregators to take three basic steps: 

(a) clearly identify and credit aggregated sources, (b) use only a small portion of the original 

work relative to its size, and (c) link to the original work if possible (Chiou & Tucker, 2011). 

Further, the code of ethics of the Society of Professional Journalists, which is widely accepted by 
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mainstream news organizations, calls on journalists to use original sources whenever possible, 

identify sources clearly, and provide access to source material (Society of Professional 

Journalists, 2014). 

While traditional news organizations typically follow these guidelines when aggregating, 

the ease with which online content can be appropriated routinely facilitates improper and 

unethical action on the part of many web-only entities, and the disjointed nature of the manner in 

which content spreads online makes it difficult to trace a single story’s trajectory. The spread 

online of a story first published on March 30, 2017, by The Duquesne Duke, the student 

newspaper at Duquesne University, however, serves as a traceable example of unethical 

aggregation practices. In an original story Zachary Landau, an editor at the student newspaper, 

reported that students representing the interests of the LGBT community at the university wanted 

Duquesne to reconsider the addition of a Chick-fil-A restaurant on campus (Landau, 2017). 

Chick-fil-A’s founding family has been outspoken regarding its conservative religious beliefs, 

which are reflected in the restaurant chain’s corporate culture and which have drawn protest from 

gay rights advocates. In the days following the publication of the story on the student paper’s 

website, multiple websites published aggregated versions, many of which were not consistent 

with the standards established by fair use doctrine or the SPJ code of ethics. Stories posted on 

The Daily Caller website and on the website campusreform.com properly credited The Duke but 

also may have violated fair use doctrine guidance regarding proportional aggregation by 

reproducing much of the original article verbatim (Gockowski, 2017; Krayden, 2017). The most 

egregious offense, though, may have been a broadcast on Fox News in which Fox & Friends 

anchor Ainsley Earhardt said that Fox had interviewed a Duquesne student who also had been 

quoted in The Duke, and then read a quote that was identical to the student’s quote in The Duke’s 
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story. The quoted student, Rachel Coury, told The Duke’s editors that she had not, in fact, spoken 

with anyone at Fox (Addeo, 2017), which suggests that Fox plagiarized the student newspaper’s 

work. In this example, fair use doctrine guidelines were violated when large portions of the 

original work were reproduced and, separately, when the originating publication was not 

credited. Society of Professional Journalists guidelines were similarly violated. Such unethical 

appropriation of the work of newspaper reporters by other news media is not a new phenomenon. 

The author of this study recalls hearing his own newspaper stories read on television, and often 

verbatim on radio, without attribution. But technology has made it both easier to improperly take 

and republish content and harder to identify offenders.  

The results of this study suggest that confidence in one’s ability to identify an originating 

source is a predictor of perceived news story credibility, and that a high degree of aggregation 

attribution may result in difficulty identifying originating sources. Under the high aggregation 

condition, subjects were considerably more likely to identify the last aggregated source as an 

originating source (23.7%) than the first (16.9%) or the second (15.3%) despite each source 

being responsible for approximately the same proportion of content in the stimulus stories. This 

suggests that news organizations that properly attribute aggregated content to its originating 

sources may, by introducing multiple instances of attribution and causing perceived ambiguity, 

undermine the credibility of their ethical work. And news organizations that fail to attribute 

aggregated material in accordance with the SPJ code of ethics and fair use doctrine–such as The 

Daily Caller (dailycaller.com) and Fox News in the Duquesne University incident–may be seen 

as more credible because of the simplicity inherent in the absence of attribution. Results 

regarding perceived credibility of the international story suggest that, in the absence of legitimate 

attribution, receivers may employ a source heuristic and make judgments based on the identity of 
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the aggregator, not the aggregated. This possibility is consistent with application of the agency 

component of the MAIN model to news delivered via the internet (Sundar & Nass, 2001). In 

applying the MAIN model to internet communication, Sundar and Nass argued that attribution of 

information on the internet is by its nature ambiguous, because receivers understand that there 

are multiple possible originators.  

Receivers’ confluence of sources is two-edged sword. 

News organizations that aggregate are likely to be perceived by their audience as the 

originating source of aggregated information at about the same rate as the actual originators. 

When asked to identify originating sources of aggregated messages, receivers tended to spread 

some credit around among all possible sources, but they also identified the publishing news 

organization and the most recent among multiple identified aggregators more often than 

alternatives and in nearly equal measure. In the high-aggregation condition, the one in which all 

of the story’s content was attributed in the text to outside sources, the aggregating news 

organization still was identified as an originating source 111 times (26%). This suggests that the 

aggregating news organization will receive credit for the aggregated material despite not having 

had a hand in its creation, but it also suggests that the news organization may be blamed should 

the information it aggregates prove to be erroneous. There is little contemporary research 

regarding the assignment of blame for errors in news stories, but much of what research there is 

follows a nearly century-old template in which error data is collected exclusively from surveys of 

sources cited in the stories being studied (Charnley, 1936). A meta-analysis of such studies found 

an average of .75 to 1.5 errors per story, with 40% to 60% of stories including inaccuracies 

(Tillinghast, 1982), and a more recent and comprehensive study reached similar results. In a 

study of 4,800 news and feature stories published in 14 newspapers, 61% were judged to include 
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errors (Maier, 2005). As was noted by Tillinghast, however, journalists and their sources may 

disagree over what is and is not an error, limiting the utility of studies that rely on surveys of 

sources. It is not uncommon, for example, for sources in stories regarding controversial issues to 

deny having said something after having been accurately quoted. Such sources, facing 

unforeseen consequences for what was said, may later wrongly claim to have been misquoted by 

the reporter. And, broadly, reporters who cover controversial issues are likely to write stories that 

anger sources. 

Online news organizations and other entities that view aggregated content as a substitute 

for original work may well get credit for the content from their audience, but the survey results 

that show that receivers credit aggregators as original sources of entirely aggregated material 

also imply that they will be blamed when the material they appropriate is erroneous. Further, 

previous studies suggest that such errors, or perceptions of errors, are an inevitability in news 

copy. 

Attribution placement matters. 

Among the findings related to Research Question No. 1, and as discussed above, is that 

aggregation sources identified at the end of stories were viewed by receivers as being responsible 

for content at a higher rate than other aggregation sources, regardless of the proportion of content 

for which they were responsible. Under the high aggregation condition there were 238 instances 

in which subjects identified an aggregated source as an originating source of content. Within the 

high-aggregation condition, the first aggregation source to appear in the story was identified as 

an originating source 72 times (16.9%), the second was identified 65 times (15.3%) and the third 

and last aggregated source to appear was identified 101 times (23.7%). Only the page publisher 

was identified as an originating source more often (111 times, or 26%). 
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There is little research regarding the effects of order of source presentation in news 

stories, but marketing research regarding primacy and recency effect suggests that order does 

matter. In an experiment in which subjects were presented with marketing material varied in 

order (N = 200), Buda and Zhang found that primacy or recency effect–whether material 

presented first or last is most influential–was moderated by how the message was framed, the 

valence of the message and whether the source was perceived as being an expert (Buda & Zhang, 

2000). Overall, they found, the two most influential combinations were a positively framed 

message presented first by a non-expert, and a positively-framed message presented last by an 

expert.  

Similarly, research not considering the apparent authority of the messenger has found a 

recency effect, a higher probability of recall of information to which one was more recently 

exposed, especially when receivers are presented messages of opposite valence. Mayo and 

Crockett (1964) presented subjects with blocks of information and found the presence of a 

significant recency effect for conflicting messages. But more recent work suggests that such 

effects may be the result of subjects’ employment of two categories of memory systems, a 

possibility that is consistent with the message processing strategies explained by elaboration 

likelihood model (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986; Cacioppo, Petty, Kao & Rodriguez, 1986), the 

heuristic systematic model (Chaiken, 1980), and dual-process theory (Cheung, Luo, Sia, & Chen, 

2009). In analyzing the results of his study that varied presentation order of opposed persuasive 

and, separately, informational messages, Crano (1977) speculated that order effects were present 

because subjects were employing either simple word memory or more complex idea memory. 

Order effects, presenting in the form of recency effects, were stronger for idea memory than 

simple word memory. Crano identified the attention decrement hypothesis, which suggests 
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recency effect occurs when subjects must pay attention to the message, as a possible explanation. 

Subjects of this experiment were instructed to pay attention to the news stories to which they 

were exposed, and this was reinforced with a message suggesting that they would be asked to 

make judgments about the content. Collectively, this may explain subjects’ tendency to 

disproportionately credit the third of three aggregated sources when asked to identify originating 

sources under the high aggregation condition. 

This further suggests that if news organizations want the identification of a particular 

aggregated source to lend credibility to their story, they should take care not to place the 

attribution in the middle of the story and might most benefit by attributing the aggregated 

information last or repeating the attribution near the end of the story, though repeating attribution 

may contribute to ambiguity. Conversely, an unscrupulous aggregator who wishes to attribute 

information but not draw attention to the identity of its source might do well to place its 

attribution mid-message. 

Don’t try to be everything to everyone. 

The nature of a news organization’s audience may help predict how credible it will be 

seen as a publisher of different types of news, and news organizations that aggregate news about 

topics inconsistent with audience expectations risk alienating their audience or losing credibility 

as a source (Abdulla, Garrison, Salwen, Driscoll & Casey, 2005). Limited support was found for 

the second hypothesis, which predicted that news presented by a familiar news organization 

would be seen as more credible than identical news presented by a generic news organization. 

The literature suggests that the international story presented by USA Today in this study may 

have been seen as more credible than the same story presented by the generic publisher because 

USA Today’s audience expects to see international news under the USA Today banner (Abdulla, 
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Garrison, Salwen, Driscoll & Casey, 2005). Though more research is required to draw 

conclusions, this suggests the possibility that local news organizations may damage their brand 

as a result of overreach by using aggregation in a bid to also serve as a source for national and 

international news, which may appear to be incongruous to receivers accustomed to finding local 

news on the platform. A local news organization’s overall credibility may suffer if its audience 

believes its focus is shifting away from its perceived area of expertise, such as local government, 

to delivery of news about the French presidential election. This suggests that news organizations, 

in the face of dwindling advertising revenue, may need to strike a balance between what they 

gain in revenue by offering content that is inconsistent with their perceived mission, and what 

offering such content may cost them in credibility. 

To build credibility, clearly identify sources. 

News organizations can do more to build credibility by clearly identifying aggregated 

sources and giving readers some manner in which to judge the significance of their contribution 

than by changing the number or proportion of aggregated sources typically used.  

Analyses of variance found significant relationships between confidence in ability to 

identify an originating source and perceived credibility for the stimulus stories combined, F (8, 

294) = 6.3, p < .001; for the domestic story alone, F (4, 298) = 13.5, p < .001); and for the 

international story alone, F (4, 298) = 11.6, p < .001. As detailed above, in each instance eta 

squared values indicated strong relationships. Similarly, analyses using the factual components 

scale alone found significance for the relationship between confidence in source identification 

and credibility for the combined stories, F (8, 294) = 9.22, p < .001; the domestic story alone, F 

(8, 294) = 7.02, p < .001; and the international story alone, F (8,294) = 6.52, p < .001. With the 

exception of a small number of relationships, including a negative relationship between degree of 
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aggregation and credibility measured using the combined data scale while controlling for 

frequency, relationships between degree of aggregation and credibility were consistently 

borderline in significance.  

Despite the lack of significance found regarding degree of aggregation and credibility 

under most circumstances, evidence in the literature suggests the nature of aggregation may 

influence perceptions of credibility. In their study of news aggregation and cancer news, Hurley 

and Tewksbury (2012) concluded that focused provider aggregators, or those that aggregated 

content from fewer but more relevant sources, provided content perceived as being higher in 

quality than aggregation index sites that use algorithms to aggregate far more sources, a result 

consistent with this study’s finding regarding confidence in source identification and credibility. 

This study’s findings, in concert with the family of dual processing theories, suggest that raising 

receivers’ level of confidence in their ability to identify originating sources may serve the 

interests of both low and high involvement receivers. Low-involvement receivers, who are 

predisposed to the use of heuristics (Choi, Watt and Lynch, 2006), would benefit from the clear, 

targeted identification of the aggregated sources on whose attribution they lean, while high-

involvement receivers, who are predisposed to central-route processing, would similarly benefit 

from easy access to originating information and improved transparency regarding the scope of 

aggregated sources’ contributions to news stories. Both low and high involvement receivers 

would benefit from aggregation that is more transparent in nature, as they would be better able to 

both identify and access aggregated sources. 

Further, the idea that ambiguous sourcing is behind a lack of perceived credibility seems 

consistent with the widely accepted theory of conferred credibility. For credibility associated 

with a source to be transferred to the message, the receiver has to be able to identify the source. 
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In this respect it seems possible that actions taken to lessen ambiguity might strengthen the 

effects of conferred credibility, provided that the source being aggregated is one that is seen 

positively by the receiver. 

Current standards. 

News organizations have been trying to develop industry standards or an ethical 

framework for aggregation since the practice was initiated. Martin (2015) called for clear 

identification of originating sources and, additionally, the employment of links to other websites 

associated with the originating author or entity in a bid to support the originator’s brand, and a 

proposal to establish a set of icons that could be used as heuristic cues identifying content by 

degree of originality was not warmly received at the South by Southwest conference in 2012 

(Martin, 2015). Separately, a proposal to create a council to monitor aggregation practices was 

famously critiqued by New York Times media writer David Carr, who warned that many would 

view the council as “a pew full of journalism church ladies” (Carr, 2012). In part because of First 

Amendment concerns, however, the proposed Council on Ethical Blogging and Aggregation 

would have lacked teeth, and advocates suggested it be modeled on industry trade associations. 

The council never came to pass. 

An examination of current practices at the highest-traffic news websites identified by an 

assimilation of data from three analytics services (excluding index aggregators and news sites 

that rarely aggregate), found inconsistency, even within single news organizations (ebizMBA, 

2016). Among the most typical practices identified at: 

• Huffington Post, natural text within the story typically is used to link to aggregated 

sources, which often are credited separately in the text (but not within the link) by name. The use 

of natural language for links rather than web addresses increasingly is standard practice for 
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search engine optimization purposes as algorithms have improved natural language processing 

(Kammerer & Bohnacker, 2012). On the Huffington Post site, links to originating material are 

underlined in green. Aggregated stories carry staff bylines identifying the Huffington Post 

aggregator by name. 

• CNN, originating sources are identified by name, with the names of the originating 

authors or natural language used to link to the originating work. Aggregated stories carry staff 

bylines identifying the CNN aggregator by name. 

• Fox News, aggregation sources typically are identified by name, with the name 

underlined and serving as a link to the original material, in a color indistinguishable from the 

main body of text. 

• Breitbart.com, aggregated sources may be identified by name, with the name serving as 

a link and appearing in blue, or links may use natural language and not identify aggregated 

sources. In a May 4, 2017, story about the French elections carrying a Breitbart staffer’s byline, 

information, including direct quotes, was attributed to an email from a subject of the story, 

implying the story was original work. Links in the story, however, took readers to original stories 

in other media that included the same quotes and predated the Breitbart post (Montgomery, 

2017). 

Because no one system has found favor and industry practices are inconsistent, readers of 

aggregated news stories have few heuristic indicators to assess stories compared to those who 

read in print or who use an index page. And these findings suggest that it is much more difficult 

to identify originating sources at the message level than the index level. As confusion over 

originating source increases, the results of this study indicate, perceived credibility declines. This 
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suggests that aggregators may benefit by providing some new online approximation of the 

salience cues common to traditional media. 

Recommendations  

Informed by these findings, the literature regarding index aggregators and the body of 

literature regarding salience cues, an aggregation attribution template (see Figure 20) intended to 

help receivers identify and assess originating sources in aggregated news messages is proposed. 

In application of the template, it is recommended that aggregators: 

Limit use of staff bylines to stories containing original content. 

All three stimuli stories in this experiment appeared under a staff byline identifying the 

person who performed the aggregation by name, as is typical of aggregated stories in most online 

news media regardless of whether the story includes original reporting. This practice, however, is 

inconsistent with longstanding print journalism practice, in which journalists who provide no 

original reporting typically are not credited. Previous research suggests that the use of staff 

bylines on entirely or substantially unoriginal work may mislead readers for whom the byline is 

synonymous with authorship (Reich, 2010), a possibility supported by subjects’ responses when 

queried about originating sources. Under the high aggregation condition, in which all of the 

content was directly attributed to other sources, the aggregating reporter was classified 74 times 

(17.4%) as an originator. The most comparable practice in traditional journalism to that of the 

news story aggregator may be that of the wire editor, who often writes multiple original stories 

from competing news services into a single story, a process that anecdotal experience suggests 

requires considerably more skill and a higher level of involvement than typical story aggregation 

(White, 1950). (The author is both a former wire editor, and a former aggregator). Print stories 

assembled from multiple wire services typically appear under a credit line that indicates that the 
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story was “compiled from wire services” or otherwise was the product of reporting not done by 

the publication in which it appears, and such print stories do not carry a staff byline or otherwise 

credit a staffer at the publishing organization. Similarly, Associated Press policy urges the wire 

service’s client news organizations to disclose in bylines when content was delivered but not 

produced by the AP or its member news organizations. In such instances, AP guidance calls on 

clients to use bylines reading “for the Associated Press” (Associated Press, 2017). 

In addition to avoiding the misleading and ethically dubious appearance of claim to 

authorship, the elimination of staff bylines on largely aggregated content would lessen the 

number of possible originating sources that must be assessed by receivers, thus lessening the 

level of ambiguity that this study’s results and previous research suggests leads to erosion of 

perceived credibility (Metzger, Flanigan & Medders, 2010; Sundar, 2008).  

With this in mind, it is recommended that largely aggregated stories do not carry staff 

bylines, and that they instead carry credit lines indicating clearly that the story was compiled 

from the work of other news organizations, (see Figure 20).  

Identifier and linking box. 

As previously discussed, results of this study indicated that receivers of highly-

aggregated messages who were asked to identify originators of the message consistently chose 

the third of three aggregators most often, followed by the first of the three and the second, 

respectively, despite the fact that each aggregator was credited in the text with an approximately 

equal portion of the story. Receivers also identified the bylined author and the aggregating 

publisher as originators even under conditions in which all of the information in the body of the 

story was credited in the text to the aggregated sources. By clearly identifying the aggregated 

sources in a box embedded in or adjacent to the story–sometimes called a “pullout box” in print 
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news publishing–ambiguity may be lessened without omitting attribution. This may, in turn, 

clear the path for the transfer of credibility from the source to the message. Further, research 

regarding differences in how receivers read news in print and online suggest that such “points of 

entry,” a design tool common to print news, may be more important online because of the 

relative lack of salience cues. An eye tracking experiment comparing behavior by print and web 

receivers found that print readers spend an average of 55% of their time with a newspaper 

reading, and 45% of their time scanning points of entry. For consumers of news online, however, 

the ratio was reversed. Receivers consuming news online spent 44% of their time reading, and 

56% scanning (Holmqvist, Holsanova, Barthelson & Lundqvist, 2003). This behavior is 

consistent with the idea that consumers of online news would benefit from the presence of more 

or better salience cues, a purpose that may be served by a sources box (see Figure 20). 
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Figure 20. Proposed Aggregation Attribution Template 

 

Figure 20. In a proposed template, aggregated sources would be identified in a “Sources” 

box, at upper right, in which the identities of the sources serve as links to the originating 

material. Hovering one’s cursor over the name of a source would turn the text derived 

from that source’s aggregated material a matching color, allowing the receiver to identify 

originating sources and the scope of their contribution at a glance. 

 

Separate identification of aggregated stories in a pullout box also would facilitate easy 

reference at a glance and provide clear links to original material, in accordance with SPJ 

standards and fair use doctrine, outside of the body copy where survey results suggest it may be 

overlooked or misunderstood. In combination with the use of a credit line clearly indicating that 

a story is a compilation of reporting done by other news organizations, a sources identification 

box should lessen ambiguity. 

To help receivers determine which information in aggregated stories is the product of 

each of the aggregated sources, the use of colors or shading as cues is recommended. Receivers 

who hover their mouse over the colored link in the sources box would see the portion of the story 
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derived from that aggregated source turn a matching color or see it shaded. This system is 

derived from one used to distinguish between factual material and fictional material in the same 

stories on a now defunct satirical news website. 

Research regarding the use of colored text supports the idea that it assists in recollection, 

and work regarding colored text and vision suggests that contrasts resulting from the use of 

multiple colors or differing shades of a single color is especially effective (Wright & Lickorish, 

1988; Nothdurft, 1993). 

Limitations 

 As noted above, Abdulla, Garrison, Salwen, Driscoll and Casey (2005) found that 25% of 

those who get their news primarily online were most interested in international news, compared 

to 8.5% of those who get their news primarily from television and 6.1% who get their news 

primarily from print newspapers. This suggests a possible limitation related to method of data 

collection. This study’s experiment was conducted exclusively online, using the Amazon 

Mechanical Turk service to solicit participants. It is possible that, as a result, the subjects of this 

study had higher involvement in international news than the population as a whole, limiting the 

generalizability of the findings. 

 While the stimuli stories were adapted from Associated Press stories with the intent of 

limiting emotional response and were tested in manipulation checks, the subject of one of the 

stories was again in the news between the time the stimulus story was selected and adapted and 

the time the survey was conducted. It is possible that some subjects may have been aware of 

more recent developments than those portrayed in the stimulus story, influencing their responses 

to survey questions regarding credibility. 
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Future Research 

Among the results that defied expectations was a finding that low and high frequency 

consumers may see sourcing and credibility similarly, but only to a point at which they diverge 

and aggregation degree begins to have opposite effects dependent on how often one reads, 

watches or listens to the news. Low and moderate frequency consumers of news saw credibility, 

as measured only using the interpretable components scale and the international story, increase 

along with degree of aggregation (from no aggregation, to moderate, to high). Among high 

frequency news consumers, perceived credibility similarly increased with degree of aggregation 

across the first two degrees. But under a high degree of aggregation, high frequency news 

consumers had lower perceptions of credibility. This effect was present only for the international 

story and only when credibility was measured using the interpretable components scale, and 

some of related relationships were not consistent with findings for the broader data. But the idea 

that degree of aggregation might have opposite effects on perceived credibility depending on 

one’s level of knowledge of the news is worthy of further study. 

The stimuli in this experiment, news stories, all appeared under the byline of a reporter 

identified as a staff writer for the news organization identified at the top of each web page and in 

the URL as the publishing news organization. This is typical of aggregated stories in most online 

media, whose software typically puts the aggregator’s identifying information at the top of each 

post by default. Future research could include an additional variable exploring the nature of 

bylines on aggregated content, perhaps exploring perceptions of credibility for stories appearing 

under staff bylines and for stories appearing under “compiled from” bylines typically used in 

traditional print newspapers. 
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Conclusion 

To find an answer to the question of why news credibility matters, or to identify practical 

implications of a lack of credibility, one may consider the 2016 presidential election. In the months 

before Donald Trump’s stunning upset of Hillary Clinton on Nov. 8, 2016, polls showed that a 

significant proportion of pro-Trump, likely Republican voters had wildly inaccurate ideas about 

matters in the news. More than 65% reported that they believed President Barack Obama was a 

Muslim (he is a Christian), 59% believed he was not born in the United States (he was born in 

Hawaii), and 24% believed that U.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia was murdered (he died 

of natural causes on Feb. 13, 2016) (Public Policy Polling, 2016). Receivers who see news 

messages as not credible are less likely to pay attention to them, increasing the likelihood of such 

an uninformed or misinformed electorate (Gaziano, 1987; Johnson & Kaye, 1998).  

Furthermore, the less credible online messengers, which presumably may transmit less 

credible messages, have an operational advantage that may contribute to an increasing volume of 

inaccuracy: They have lower editorial standards than the legacy media. This means that, while 

they may be more likely to report the news first, they also may be more likely to report it before 

determining whether it is legitimate and more likely to make errors (Johnson & Kaye, 2010a). 

Unlike with traditional mediums such as print newspapers, the murky nature of aggregated news 

online–with unclear provenance or layered, confusing sourcing–necessitates “the constant need to 

critically assess information while consuming it” (Sundar, 2008, p. 73). Further, the replacement 

of professional gatekeepers or a diminishing of their role shifts the burden of evaluating news to 

receivers who may not be prepared to make good decisions (Amsbary & Powell, 2003; Metzger, 

2007). Evidence suggests that consumers of news online may simply shirk the responsibility of 

verifying what they read. A study of how people assess online health information found that they 
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simply did not assess it. None of the consumers in the study considered the messenger of the 

information they consumed or how it was compiled (Eysenbach & Kohler, 2002). Similar analyses 

have found that receivers simply are not willing to exert significant effort to make message 

credibility judgments about what they find online (Meola, 2004), a conclusion likely supported by 

an examination of one’s Facebook page. 

That receivers may distrust or be skeptical of the news is not a new idea, of course. In her 

analysis of online news shortly after the turn of the century, Singer (2003) noted that the debate 

about whether journalists are professionals predates the internet. What’s new, she suggested, is 

that the change in gatekeeping roles inherent to online journalism supports the argument that 

journalists are not professionals and provides an opening for those who aim to challenge the 

legitimacy of objective news. President Trump’s dismissal of mainstream news accounts 

unfavorable to his administration as “fake news” suggest Singer was prescient on this point 

(Allcott & Gentzkow, 2017).  

In addition to such practical implications, the evolution of news media has raised ethical 

concerns. Advances in technology that have enabled aggregation have simply outpaced the 

development of published ethical standards, resulting in a prioritization of the tool over the 

message (Plaisance, 2013). In her qualitative study of political journalists and the ethos of new-

media journalism in Finland, Kantola (2013), suggested that new technology is dividing journalists 

by generation, with older journalists adhering to ethical standards common to legacy journalism 

and younger ones discarding standards they see as irrelevant. Anecdotal experience supports this 

idea. While working as a reporter at a regional online and print news organization, the author was 

advised by a digital-native, rising star manager to make no attempt to reach subjects of stories for 

comment before publication, even if the stories included accusations of wrongdoing. Post one story 
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detailing the allegations, the author was advised, then when the subject of the story complains via 

email about not being given a chance to respond, copy and paste the emailed comments for use as 

the bulk of a second post, answering the charges. This would increase the number of page views 

received without requiring the author to spend time conducting interviews, the manager said. The 

SPJ code seemingly frowns upon a publish-first, seek-comment-later approach: “Diligently seek 

subjects of news coverage to allow them to respond to criticism or allegations of wrongdoing” 

(2014). 

Despite the apparent clash of values between generations, Kantola argues that both groups 

are trying to find a balance between public service ideals–such as facilitating an informed 

electorate–and unavoidable changes in practice that make such goals harder to achieve. And, 

Kantola suggests, the entire industry is moving from a “solid ethos” to a “liquid ethos” in a journey 

that will not follow a straight line. In a qualitative analysis of the British press online, Phillips 

(2010) suggested that the line may lead to a system of practice that will effectively reconcile the 

differences between old and new news media. But, he argued, it will require a new ethical model. 

Phillips argued that aggregation, driven by economic forces and enabling technology, is pushing 

aside practices informed by ethical standards such as fact-checking in service of accuracy, and 

replacing them with a single, new ethic: transparency.  

It is hoped that this study of perceptions of aggregation and credibility at the message level 

will contribute to the understanding of how news consumers become informed, how journalists 

can make the transition Kantola suggests is underway, and how journalists may operationalize 

transparency in a manner that helps receivers assess information in a new digital world.  

With this in mind, two very broad conclusions may be drawn from these findings: First, 

this analysis found no significant relationship between degree of aggregation and perceived news 
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story credibility, suggesting that increasing or decreasing the amount a website aggregates news is 

not likely to increase or decrease the perceived credibility of its news stories at a significant level. 

Second, this analysis found a significant relationship between receivers’ confidence in their ability 

to identify originating sources and their perceptions of credibility. This suggests that news 

organizations, increasingly reliant on the internet as a delivery mechanism, can build credibility 

with their audience by doing a better job of identifying sources and disclosing the degree to which 

they inform content. Further, the same technology that has fractured the industry and forced 

reconsideration of long-held journalistic values may be employed to reach this end. 
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APPENDIX A – STIMULI STORIES 

 

Figure A1. Associated Press Story on Which Domestic Story Was Based 

 

By Associated Press 

Nov. 29, 2016 
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Figure A2. Associated Press Story on Which International Story Was Based 

 

The Associated Press 

Feb. 17, 2017 
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APPENDIX B – SIGNIFICANCE TABLE 

 

Table B1. Significant Findings 
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APPENDIX C – SURVEY WORDING 

 

 

1. You must be 18 to 49 years old to participate. Your age is: (data entered) 

 

2. Please read the following news story closely. After reading the story you will be 

asked a short series of questions. There will be no right or wrong answers to the 

questions, which will solicit your opinions.  

 

Subjects read news stories presented in one of 12 conditions 

 

3. Please rate your impression of the story in the following categories 

 

Completely inaccurate         -2   -1    0    1    2   Completely accurate 

 

Very incomplete                   -2   -1    0    1    2   Very complete 

 

Not objective at all               -2    -1    0   1     2   Very objective 

 

Great deal of spin                 -2    -1    0    1    2    No spin 

 

No expertise demonstrated   -2    -1    0    1    2   Great deal of expertise  

 

Not professional at all           -2    -1    0    1    2   Very professional 

 

Entirely unoriginal                -2    -1    0    1    2   Entirely unoriginal  

 

4. What is the originating source of this story? [Up to seven possible answers depending 

on condition. Subjects allowed to choose multiple answers] 

 

1. Pat Smith 

2. NewsNB.com 

3. CTNews 

4. Advocate Gazette 

5. Real-Time News Beacon 

6. All of the above 

7. Unknown/other media 

 

5. How confident are you that you know the originating source of the story? 
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Not at all confident         -2    -1    0    1    2   Very confident 

 

6. What is your gender? 

1. Male 

2. Female 

 

7. What is your ethnicity? 

1. White 

2. Black or African American 

3. American Indian or Alaska Native 

4. Asian 

5. Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 

6. Other 

 

8. What is your level of education? 

1. Bachelor’s degree or higher 

2. Two-year degree/some college 

3. High school graduate 

4. Less than high school graduate 

 

9. What is your political affiliation? 

1. Republican 

2. Independent 

3. Democrat 

 

10. What is your primary source of news? (Choose all that apply) 

1. Print newspaper 

2. Newspaper website 

3. Television 

4. TV news organization website 

5. Social media 

6. Websites not affiliated with traditional media (Buzzfeed, Huffington Post, etc.) 

7. Radio 

 

11. How often do you read, watch or listen to the news? 

1. Weekly or less often 

2. Daily 

3. More than one time per day 

 

12. What is your household income? 

1. $60,000 or more 

2. $50,000 to $59,999 

3. $45,000 to $49,999 

4. Less than $45,000 
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APPENDIX D – INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD APPROVAL 

 

Figure D1. Institutional Review Board letter of approval 

 


